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Three swine
flu cases
confirmed

MEDIAFRENZY

by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor
Three GW students have tested positive for
the H1N1 influenza – better known as the swine
flu, the University announced in a statement
Saturday morning.
The positive tests represent no new cases of
the virus at GW, but are instead confirmations
of three of the five probable cases that were previously announced.
University spokeswoman Tracy Schario declined to comment further on the number of flu
swabs that were sent to the D.C. Department
of Health for testing, but the University’s statement Saturday said all five students at GW with
probable and confirmed cases of the swine flu
have fully recovered and are no longer contagious.
The two remaining GW students who had
See SWINE FLU, p. A5

Michelle Rattinger/assistant photo editor

News anchor Anita Brikman reports outside of Thurston Hall May 1 after D.C. officials announced two freshmen residents were the first
probable cases of swine flu in D.C. SEE STORY ONLINE AT GWHATCHET.COM.

Basketball
team misses
NCAA mark
by Dan Greene
Sports Editor

discussed the bill publicly, but many
local Democrats have voiced their
support for the measure.
“I think this is a very important
step along our long journey to treat
all of our residents as equal, full citizens in the District of Columbia,”
councilman Jack Evans, D-Ward 2,

After an NCAA report released last week
found that the GW men’s basketball team failed
to meet academic standards, the University announced it will create a committee to evaluate
the program and implement new oversight policies, a top administrator said Friday.
Robert Chernak, senior vice president for
Student and Academic Support Services, said
a committee of University administrators from
both inside and outside the athletic department
is being formed to examine the reasons why
the men's basketball team's retention rate was
sub-par and to decide on any action moving
forward.
“We’ll first assess what the problem was
specifically and then come up with some solutions to try to address them so that there are accountable measures that are well-documented
and that you can track,” Chernak said.
In the NCAA’s 2009 Academic Progress Rate
report released last Wednesday, GW’s men’s
basketball team received a score of 917, short
of the 925 satisfactory standard. As a result,
one of the team’s 13 scholarships was withheld
from the program, a penalty that the University
chose to self-impose this past season, Chernak
and Director of Athletics Jack Kvancz said.

See MARRIAGE p. A3

See BBALL, p. A11

D.C. moves to recognize gay marriages
by Gabrielle Bluestone
Metro News Editor
The D.C. City Council approved
a bill to recognize same-sex marriages performed in other states last
week, setting the stage for a possible
debate of the issue in Congress.
The council voted 12-1 on Tuesday to pass the bill, introduced by
councilman Phil Mendelson, D-At
Large, which would allow alreadymarried gay couples from states that
have legalized gay marriage to retain
the rights and privileges afforded in
those states. Maine, Iowa, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Vermont have
all legalized gay marriage.
Only councilman Marion Barry,
D-Ward 8, voted against the measure. Mayor Adrian M. Fenty signed
the bill the following day.
Because Congress has authority over D.C. lawmaking, the federal

Hatchet file photos

The D.C. City Council and Mayor Adrian M. Fenty approved a bill last week that would recognize out of state gay
marriages. The city has been home to a number of protests, shown above, on both sides of the debate this year.
body has 30 days to review the bill.
While that could prompt a heated
gay marriage debate on a national
scale, if Congress does not review the
bill in 30 days, it loses its chance for
oversight.
Del. Eleanor Holmes-Norton, DD.C., said in a news release she did
not believe a serious attempt to overturn the bill would be made, but that

University
will not arm
UPD officers

the issue has proven to be divisive,
sparking complaints from same-sex
marriage opponents. More than 100
protestors from D.C.-area churches
reportedly held a rally outside the
building where the vote was taking
place, but Republican lawmakers in
Congress have remained largely silent on the issue.
President Barack Obama has not

Scientology founder's writings honored at event
Alum Hubbard's
novel performed
at SMPA

by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor

by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Assistant News Editor

After nearly a year of review, GW has decided not
to arm University Police Department officers, University President Steven Knapp announced last week.
Knapp said he made his decision two weeks ago
after an exploratory study by the security consultation company James Lee Witt Associates found “no
compelling justification for providing firearms to the
University Police Department.” Knapp decided not
to arm UPD officers based on both the recommendations from the consulting firm and his own observations, he said.
“When you are making a judgment like this you
are taking all of the information into account, and
you try to reserve jumping to conclusions,” Knapp
said, adding that he felt the consultant firm’s recommendations were sound because they received
input from, “constituents of the University, whether
those were faculty, administrators, students, staff [or]
neighbors.”
The University began exploring the issue of arming UPD officers last summer, soon after University
Police Chief Dolores Stafford co-authored a report
that suggested sworn campus police forces be armed.
Knapp, however, said he began speaking with

Aliens, brandy and guns were
the key components of a comedic
adaptation of an L. Ron Hubbard
novel performed by Emmy-award
winning actors in the Jack Morton
Auditorium last week.
Hubbard, whose writings became the founding documents of
the Church of Scientology, attended
GW for two semesters before leaving without a degree in 1931. The
adaptation of his novel “The Crossroads” was followed by a presentation on his life before, during and
after his time at the University.
Dion Graham from HBO’s “The
Wire,” Emmy Award-winning actor
John Mariano from “The Sopranos”
and “Desperate Housewives,” Jim
Meskimen from “Frost/Nixon,”
Tamra Meskimen from “The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air” and Arnold
Schwarzenegger impersonator Josh
Robert Thompson played voice

See UPD, p. A10

See HUBBARD, p. A8
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Actors John Mariano (left), Jim Meskimen, and Dion Graham perform "The Crossroads" by L. Ron Hubbard at Jack Morton Auditorium last week.
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Monday
HIGH 64 | LOW 51
CRIMES OF OBEDIENCE:
"GROUPTHINK" AT ABU
GHRAIB
GW professor Jerrold
Post discusses what went
wrong at Abu Ghraib
Prison in Iraq.
12 p.m.
Gelman Library room 207

Wednesday
HIGH 70 | LOW 52
“LET’S GET FREE: A HIP-HOP
THEORY OF JUSTICE”
Join Law School professor
Paul Butler for a hip-hop
reading and signing of his
book.
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Busboys and Poets, 14th
and V streets, NW

Thursday
HIGH 70 | LOW 59
ISO GRADUATION RECEPTION
Graduating international
students are invited to celebrate their GW careers at
an event with free music,
food and activities. Attendees will receive a special
graduation gift.
4 p.m.
International Services Office, 2033 K St. NW

Univ. to renovate
residence halls over
the summer
The University plans to use
about $1.5 million to upgrade
or renovate several University
buildings and residence halls
over the summer, Executive
Vice President and Treasurer
Lou Katz said last week.
The most extensive renovations will occur in Francis Scott
Key Hall, a sophomore dorm
on 20th Street, and will include
updating the building with water and energy-saving modifications to the heating system
and bathrooms, improving the
fire-safety sprinkler system and
installing new elevator doors,
Katz said.
In addition, residence halls
like 1959 E Street, Fulbright
Hall, New Hall and Building JJ
will be repainted and the common area basement lounges in
Building JJ, Strong Hall and The
West End will be upgraded.
Carpet will be replaced as
needed in all residence halls
and mechanical repairs to heating, air conditioning and water systems that could not be
made while students were in
residence will be completed too,
Katz said.
Renovations will also take
place on the first and second
floor classrooms in Funger Hall
and a new sprinkler system
will be installed, according to a
building permit filed in April.
The University has paid
$14,314 for the Funger renovations so far, according to the
permit.
–Gabrielle Bluestone

Online, all the time
WAIT WAIT… DON’T TELL
ME!
Watch a live taping of
a humorous radio news
quiz show hosted by personalities from NPR and
WAMU.
7:30 p.m.
Lisner Auditorium

www.gwhatchet.com

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

SNAPSHOT

Prof. creates iPhone
application to help
users quit smoking

Powder Play

Marie McGrory/Hatchet photographer

Students in Satyam, GW's Hindu awareness student organization, celebrate the Holi Festival
Sunday May 3 in University Yard. The popular spring holiday is celebrated in many parts of
the world and involves the throwing of colored powder at one another.

iPhone users can listen to music, send text messages and now
– thanks to a couple of GW faculty
members – quit smoking.
My Quitline is a free iPhone application that allows users to instant
message and speak over the phone
with trained quit-smoking counselors from the National Cancer Institute Quitline. The application was
developed at the School of Public
Health and Health Services and the
National Tobacco Cessation Collaborative. The QuitLine is operated by
the National Cancer Institute.
Dr. Lorien Abroms, GW’s assistant research professor in the Department of Prevention and Community Health, designed the application
after NTCC reported the lack of iPhone apps aimed to help users quit
smoking with proven results.
The 2008 Public Health Service
Guideline “Treating Tobacco Use
and Dependence” recommended
the QuitLine as an effective tool to
quit smoking.
Using Quitline counseling can
double a person’s chance of quitting
smoking, Abroms said.
–Lauren Hoenemeyer

CCAS dean will choose new School of Media and Public Affairs director by fall
The School of Media and Public Affairs will have a new director
before the beginning of the fall semester, the dean of the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences said
last week.
In April, the SMPA faculty
voted unanimously to recommend professor Frank Sesno as the
school’s next leader. CCAS Dean
Peg Barratt – who must approve or
deny the SMPA’s recommendation
– said she has not made a decision
yet and gave no exact time frame
for her deliberations, but did say
the school would have a director
by the fall.
“I’m very flattered and I’m very
honored by the recommendation
from the faculty,” said Sesno, who
has been at GW for three years. “I
consider every member of the faculty incredibly accomplished, dedicated and talented, and I consider
them friends. So I’ve got to live up

to their expectations.”
Steven Livingston, professor
and chair of the SMPA Director
Nominating Committee, said he is
excited about Sesno's recommendation.
“It is a great pleasure to know
that SMPA will be led by Frank
Sesno,” Livingston said in an email. “The Committee, the entire
SMPA faculty and I personally are
very pleased to know that he has
agreed to become the next SMPA
director.”
Livingston – who was joined
on the nominating committee by
SMPA professors Janet Steele and
Al May – said Sesno was the resounding choice of nearly every
member of the SMPA.
“We considered others who
brought an amazing array of
strengths,” Livingston said. “But
we came to the conclusion that
Frank Sesno was the best choice to

lead SMPA at this time.”
It did not take long for Livingston and the rest of the committee
to make their decision, Livingston
said.
“Frank Sesno is a high-achiever
with a vision for SMPA, an appreciation for the contributions that
are made by all faculty members,
whether they be historians, social
scientists, policy analysts, or professional journalists,” Livingston
said.
This year, Sesno co-hosted a
forum at Lisner Auditorium with
five former secretaries of state. He
also organized Planet Forward, a
national documentary series about
the future of energy sources, which
Livingston cited as part of his qualifications.
He added, “Political communication is changing rapidly with
new technologies and new ways
of affecting political outcomes.

And needless to say, journalism
is changing too. Frank Sesno understands this, as he has so ably
demonstrated by his work with
Planet Forward, his innovative
project that combines public policy,
media (new and old), and citizen
involvement in exploring climate
change.”
If Barratt approves his nomination, Sesno would replace current SMPA Director Lee Huebner,
who announced earlier this month
he would step down from his post
when his three-year term expires
in July.
Sesno, an Emmy Award-winning journalist and a former special
correspondent for CNN, was in the
running to become the director of
the school in 2006.
Before coming to GW, Sesno
served as the Washington bureau
chief for CNN.
–Emily Cahn
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GPS program
Obama lawyer
gets mixed reviews gives ethics talk
by Rachel Barker
Hatchet Staff Writer
Administrators are calling a
new program to bring freshmen
in contact with often high-ranking
officials at the University a success,
though students interviewed report
their experience varied widely, depending on the commitment of the
advisor they were matched with.
The Guide to Personal Success
program, part of the Student and
Academic Support Services department, is finishing its inaugural
year as an initiative to bring together groups of four or five freshmen
with administrators and campus
leaders to provide mentoring and
guidance during students’ first
year at college.
“We were able to connect students to our community in a way
that had not happened in the past,
and we helped to transition students to GW and help them assimilate quicker,” said Brian Hamluk,
the program’s director. “During
the first semester alone, we were
able to have thousands of individual contacts and meetings with
students, including informal meals
and get-togethers.”
The program was initiated to
bring together administrators and
students and to provide students
with wide-ranging advice and
guidance, Hamluk said.
In addition to meeting with
students, guides served as a way
to introduce students who would
not have met otherwise and to assist students with problems on
campus.
Administrators who served as
guides also described the program
as successful and said it allowed
them to stay connected with students.
“I was able to get to know
them as individuals and along the
way helped several of them work
through some issues, like financial
aid, whether or not to join a sorority, GPA issues … I truly enjoyed
connecting with the students on a
personal level and had five great
young people assigned to me,”
said University Police Chief Dolores Stafford.
Stafford said she met with students at least three times and used
e-mail to communicate throughout
the year.
Michael Akin, executive director of international, government
and community relations, also said

he met with students several times
during the year and said one of his
students was able to attend a blacktie gala for a local business association at the University’s table.
“It has been a great way to me
to stay connected to students and
for them to gain personal connections in the administration,” Akin
said.
Some students, though, described varying experiences with
the program, depending on their
interactions with GPS guides.
Colin MacDonald, a freshman,
said his experience was positive
and that he met with his guide
around five times during the course
of the year to discuss topics from
academics to University services.
“I feel very lucky in having
been assigned a very well-connected and experienced employee as
my GPS, as it gave me a connection
to the university’s upper echelons
even as an entering freshman,”
MacDonald said.
But Jaleesa Suell, another freshman, said she was disappointed
with her experience with the GPS
program.
Suell said she received and
responded to one e-mail from her
guide at the beginning of the year,
but said her guide did not have
meetings or send further e-mails to
the group.
According to Hamluk, the
amount of time guides spent with
their students depended on factors
such as the student’s involvement
in the program and guides tended
to have more contact with their students at the beginning of the year
as students adjusted to the University.
“We had some guides meet
with their students over 10 or 15
times during the year, and then
we had some students who chose
to only utilize their guide if something problematic arose,” Hamluk
said.
Hamluk said he envisions the
program continuing in the future
and that the University is focused
on making sure students take advantage of their relationships with
their guides even if they do not
have a problem they want assistance with.
“Their GPS guide can help
open doors and connect them to
campus and GW life in a positive
way, in addition to helping them
with issues that may came up,”
Hamluk said. 

by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor
The special counsel to
President Barack Obama for
ethics and government reform
spurred a lively debate about
communication between government officials and lobbyists in the Jack Morton Auditorium last week.
Obama’s special counsel,
Norman Eisen, spoke about an
executive order by the Obama
administration that prevents
lobbyists from having oral
communication with government officials regarding the
economic stimulus package.
About 100 students, faculty
and media members attended
the event, which featured a
panel of lobbyists and former
members of Congress. The
event was sponsored by the
Graduate School of Political
Management.
Obama’s executive order
works to “reassure the American people that the individuals working in government
will work for the public interest and not just the special interest,” Eisen said.
Some members of the panel, however, argued that the
Obama administration’s executive order is overly strict.
“The executive memo goes
too far,” said Joel Jankowsky, a
lobbyist with the Akin Gump
lobbying firm. “It borders on
unconstitutional. [The executive memo] is not hurting the
lobbyists, it’s hurting the peo-

MARRAIGE
from p. A1
Peter Weiss, president
of GW College Democrats,
agreed with Evans’s take.
“As a progressive Democrat, I’m ecstatic. It’s a wonderful thing we’re dealing
with,” Weiss said. “We’re going to have equality in our
country. I think it’s great.”
But opponents disagree,
saying the District has bigger
issues to focus on.
“The D.C. City Council
should be more concerned

ple the lobbyists represent.”
Dave Wenhold, the first
vice president of the American League of Lobbyists, said
the executive order singles
out lobbyists as the only
people who try and fight for
money from the government.
“Transparency is a good
thing, sunlight is a good
thing, but it has to be equal
for everybody,” Wenhold
said. “CEOs in the banking
and auto industry can have
an oral conversation [with
members of government] and
that’s not right.”
Bob Edgar, president and
CEO of Common Cause, a
nonprofit lobbying group, said
Obama’s executive order is a
step in the right direction to
change the way the political
system has worked in the past.
“The system is broken and
needs to be fixed,” Edgar said,
adding that this executive order, “is trying to change the
culture of Washington. The
administration has jolted the
system … it’s a refreshing attempt to move in a direction
of change and hope.”
Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor
During his speech, Eisen Norman Eisen, special counsel to President Barack Obama for ethcalled Obama a rare "reform- ics, speaks about communication between the private sector and
er," trying to change the way the government at the Jack Morton Auditorium last week.
the American political system
has worked in the past.
lowed him to hear from both pate in today’s forum,” Eisen
“It’s a unique moment to supporters and opponents of said. “The paramount virtues
have a reformer occupy the the executive order – which he of the President’s commitment
Oval Office,” Eisen said. “It said helped him gain a broad- to change include transparency
happens from time to time but er perspective of the issue at and openness and it includes a
it’s not a frequent historical hand.
commitment to speak to everyoccurrence.”
“The White House was very one, not only those with whom
Eisen said the event al- pleased to be invited to partici- you agree.” 

with its failing school system,
urban poverty, reducing violent crime, than with political
stunts,” said Brandon Hines,
chairman of GW College Republicans. “Marriage is the
foundation of the family and a
sacred social and cultural institution. Amending this institution should be left to voters to
decide, not liberal members of
a city council that only represents one view on this issue.”
Despite heated debate
over the bill, the final vote
may be indicative of a larger
movement toward legalizing
gay marriage. Michael Komo,
president of Allied in Pride,

said the fact that D.C. was
even voting on same-sex marriage issues was significant.
“When our nation’s capital
recognizes same-sex marriages,
to some extent, we know that
we are doing something right,”
Komo said in an e-mail. “The
support for marriage equality
is growing by the day.”
Komo, who worked with
the Marriage Equality Coalition – a group within Allied
in Pride – to collect signatures
that were mailed to the City
Council and D.C. Mayor Adrian M. Fenty before the vote,
said legalizing same-sex marriage is a growing trend in the

United States.
“One year ago, same-sex
marriage was only legal in one
state. Now, five states have legalized same-sex marriage,
a couple of states have civil
unions, a couples of states
have domestic partnerships
and other forms of recognition;
and a couple of states, including D.C., recognize same-sex
marriages performed in other
jurisdictions,” Komo said. “It
is only a matter of time before
same-sex marriage is legalized nationwide. It’s tough to
wait, but I know that I will see
same-sex marriage legalized
nationwide in my lifetime.” 

QUOTABLE

“

President Trachtenberg was a visionary, a people person,
extremely loyal and he does what he says he is going to do.
– University Provost and Vice President for Public Affairs John "Skip"
Williams at former President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg's portrait
hanging.

Justin Guiffré – Opinions Editor (jguiffre@gwhatchet.com)
Lyndsey Wajert – Contributing Editor (lwajert@gwhatchet.com)
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The study zone Band-Aid

editorial
The second step
As the old adage goes, the first step to
solving any problem is admitting there is one.
When it comes to advising, GW has long acknowledged that there is a serious problem.
One year ago, the Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences released a report outlining issues
within the current advising system. It now
seems that GW doesn’t know how to take the
second step.
The report outlined three major areas to
work on: adjusting the student-to-advisor ratio, improving incentives for more professors
to become advisors and altering first-year advising. One year later, none of these improvements have been made.
The solutions that GW has introduced have
provided mixed results at best. The Guide to
Personal Success program seems to have been
created with the idea of making up for some
of the current advising system’s failures. In
theory, GPS is supposed to provide students
with a mentor to help them transition into the
GW community. It is now time to reevaluate
the effectiveness of the program.
The GPS program suffered from a late start
and a shortage of staff willing or able to be

In theory, GPS is supposed to
provide students with a mentor
to help them transition into the
GW community. It is now time to
reevaluate the effectiveness of
the program.

mentors. As a result, GW turned to involved
students to become GPS guides. This change,
done out of necessity, needs to be reversed.
Students who are assigned student mentors
will have a radically different experience from
those who can reach out to staff members.
Much like advising itself, the solutions for
GPS might consist of increasing student-toguide ratios or creating more incentives for
staff members to participate; either way this
disparity needs to be resolved.
The first few weeks of school are an especially rough time for incoming students. The
GPS program has the potential of bringing
freshmen into the GW community smoothly.
Nonetheless, the University should not assume that this program will make up for the
rest of the CCAS advising system’s flaws. Simultaneously improving both programs without further delay is the best way for GW to
take that second step.

A responsive mindset
The beginning of this semester was filled
with mixed emotions. The general elation surrounding the Inauguration was replaced only
three days later, as GW found out that sophomore Laura Treanor, who was The Hatchet's
contributing life editor and a member of the
Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority, had passed away.
We have since learned that her death was
caused by alcohol poisoning.
In a previous staff editorial, “Much needed Closure, April 30” The Hatchet’s editorial
board questioned the University’s response to
the confirmation of the cause of death. More
specifically, we called for a reopening of the
investigation and an approach that was reflective of the weight of the tragedy.
Since obtaining confirmation from the
D.C. Medical Examiner’s office, the administration’s response has greatly improved.
In a recent statement, President Knapp said,
“The results recently announced clearly call
for a new review of the situation … on behalf
of The George Washington University community, I extend my sincerest sympathy and
condolences to the Treanor family and Laura’s
many friends.”
Furthering an investigation into the circumstances of Laura’s death will hopefully
bring the kind of closure that family and
friends are seeking. Even with new information, vital questions still surround the case. It’s
important that this investigation be undertaken with the goal of understanding the events
of the night, so as to help prevent future tragedies. Actively seeking out somebody to blame
will only hinder fact finding, which should
take precedence over anything else.
Not only is the investigation itself encouraging, the entire shift in attitude from the administration is laudable. This new statement
from President Knapp was more emotionally
grounded and demonstrated a sincere concern
for the issues involved. Most importantly, the
administration was responsive to the GW
community’s concerns and is actively trying
to provide closure. Few things benefit a University more than truly responsive leadership
and hopefully President Knapp will continue
with this mindset throughout his tenure.

Finals demonstrate GW's lack of study space

E

ckles Library on the Mount Vernon Campus of a nearby bed can become too much.
is usually packed with visiting students
Yet when the majority of the Foggy Botfrom the Foggy Bottom campus two times tom campus packs into Gelman, the benefits of
each semester: during midterms and during studying in a quiet library are overshadowed by
the reading period for finals. Study
the crowds and the extremely frusrooms, desks, computers and even
trating shortage of outlets and desks.
spaces on the floor are all occupied
I realize that the library is not meant
in the typically commodious Eckles,
to hold the entire student body. But
indicating that many Foggy Bottom
during finals, the need for increased
residents have looked to the Vern for
study space is highlighted by the fact
the study space that Gelman cannot
that naturally, the remaining stuprovide.
dents who can’t fit into Gelman overIn response to the overcrowding
flow into Eckles, Ames, the Marvin
of libraries during finals, the UniCenter and Duques.
versity has increased available study
The University acted on students’
spaces and hours for various buildrequests for more study areas with
ings. This is both a welcome move
the “Study Zone” initiative that ofon the part of administrators and a
ficially opened up such buildings for
LYNDSEY WAJERT
telling sign of how much time and
students to use. This laudable effort
money the University needs to deeases some of the stress of finals and
CONTRIBUTING
vote to the permanent expansion of
is much appreciated. Students do not
EDITOR
study areas.
have to cram into a library, yet they
Students prefer to study in loare still able to work safely and comcations other than their dorms for
fortably across campus and late into
many reasons. For example, I do not have to live the night.
in Thurston to know that Thurston can be loud,
According to the University’s news release,
even during reading periods. The same can be extensive collaboration occurred to make the
said of other halls, as less devoted students tak- initiative happen. Departments like Student and
ing longer than necessary “study breaks” can be Academic Support Services, the University Posomewhat unruly and distracting. Also, studying lice Department, and Facilities Management got
in a place other than a small dorm or apartment involved – just to name a few.
is necessary for one’s focus, especially after only
The input of these departments is valuable,
getting four hours of sleep means the temptation but, the fact that the University needed to take

such measures in an effort to provide GW students with an essential element – study space
– means that the University must reassess its
current options. While this is a creative and
meaningful effort, the fundamental issue remains: Gelman must be renovated to both fit and
cater to the needs of more students.
A Hatchet article reported in April that “…
the library is currently raising money for a $5
million overhaul of the aging building’s ground
level,” and University Librarian Jack Siggins said
he “hoped to put $125,000 toward renovations of
a portion of the first floor this spring to encourage
prospective benefactors to donate to the project.”
As the University is not making Gelman’s renovations a financial priority at this time, and the
fundraising is left to the efforts of the library’s
staff and individual donors, this issue needs to
become a higher priority in the near future.
Finals require even more study rooms, desks,
outlets and space in the library. The influx of
Foggy Bottom students seeking solace on the
Vern is striking and proves that students across
both campuses could benefit from more money
directed towards Gelman’s renovations. Though
Colonials value the “Study Zone” initiative for
final reading periods, finding an open study carrel on the third floor of Gelman, even throughout the academic year, requires effort. Thus,
the “Study Zone” initiative is only treating the
symptoms, not the source of the problem.
–The writer, a freshman majoring in journalism,
is the contributing opinions editor.

A year in reflection
With my first year of college sense, it’s possible to regulate the
coming to a close, I took some craziness to just your level.
time to sit and reflect upon what
My freshman year has consistmade being at GW this year one of ed of countless examples of quite
my fondest memories.
prototypical, faux-intellectual colI didn’t really know what to lege dorm discussions. At GW, it’s
expect when I first found out I like the classic idea of college kids
would be living in a five-person debating late into the night – but
room at our famous Thurston on steroids. When bystanders say
Hall. Well, actually, I kind of did, that GW students can be obsessed
from that notorious Washington with politics and international afPost article published a couple fairs, they aren’t kidding. In the
years back about GW’s “Fresh- wider population, it’s rare that
man Zoo.” With 1,200 freshmen you meet people who can name
living in one place, it was bound every member of Congress, quote
to be crazy. After a
Supreme Court rulyear living in this
ings or spout statiscage, I must say it
TOM BRASLAVSKY tics on immigration.
has been quite a
At GW, it’s closer to
COLUMNIST
memorable experithe norm.
ence. The rumors
If I’ve learned
of hallways covone thing about our
ered in debris from
University’s location,
constant parties are only partly it’s that if you don’t do anything
true (much obviously depends on else, utilize your proximity to the
day of the week and floor num- National Mall. The various monuber). In reality, Thurston is what ments and memorials are symbols
you make of it. It can be a “zoo” – of our country that really, I’m unloud, packed and often cramped, ashamed to say, make me proud
and sometimes an incubator of to be an American. With the Mall
diseases like swine flu. But with just steps from campus, I have
proper hygiene and common found it exhilarating to go jogging

around on a nice day or walk over
one night with friends and pay the
Mall a visit. On quiet nights, the
steps of the Lincoln make a nice
romantic or pensive spot, with a
great view of the reflecting pool
and incredible, lit-up monuments.
On a clear night, the shining stars
really set a peaceful mood.
Students at no other institution can say that their campus
was cordoned off as hundreds of
thousands of people made their
way towards one of the most historic ceremonies in our nation’s
history. From the free Martin Luther King Jr. Day concert at the
Lincoln Memorial, to the swearing-in ceremony itself, to the ridiculous GW parade float and the
excessive GW inaugural ball, it
was undoubtedly a truly once in
a lifetime experience.
I’m convinced that all of this
year ’s so-called Student Association “scandals” were fabricated to
increase interest in the organization. Truth is, most students care
less about SA drama than the latest video being shown by the GW
Anime Society. The SA seems to
be a few GW students’ attempt at

This semester's epic fails
No, they can’t all fit into great anticipation. If only I had
one column. This semester was known that it was going to be
full of excitement, controversy a glorified high school prom,
and a ton of Infomail e-mails. I might not have dropped
It also provided us with plenty the $75 to go see girls prance
of reminders of what GW does around to “Womanizer” in
wrong and what it needs to clothing that would make Pachange in the future.
mela Anderson blush. To exThe semester got
acerbate the proboff to a really great
lem, GW chose a
start. All that excitebizarre venue that
ALEX SHOUCAIR
ment surrounding
was woefully inthe historic inauadequate for the
COLUMNIST
guration really got
scale of the event.
us into the school
Next time around,
spirit. Sadly, true
students and adto Washington form, GW de- ministration must give the ball
cided that it would be a good the location and elegance it deidea to sink well over $100,000 serves. The inaugural ball was
dollars into an inaugural float supposed to be the epitome of
that scorched retinas all the class. Instead, it was the epitoway from Capitol Hill back me of crass.
to campus. Big George wavSpeaking of catastrophes,
ing from the back of a pick-up the Student Association ranks
truck would have looked bet- right up there with the rest of
ter, and cost less. But instead, them. From the Unity Ball, to
GW decided to pay homage to the inaugural float, to the widethe well-established Washing- spread defections of meanington attitude of spending tons of less cabinet members, the SA
money to do something com- provided constant entertainpletely unnecessary that ulti- ment. And not to go out withmately proved to be an embar- out a bang, our glorious instirassment to the school.
tutions of student government
In line with tradition, GW made the election one more
once again hosted its very own giant meltdown. The result?
inaugural ball. As this was my Now we have a student body
first inaugural ball, I looked president whose rise to power
forward to the event with has about as much legitimacy

as a North Korean election.
Finally, GW found it possible to throw in one more
infuriating move before the
semester’s conclusion. A week
ago I was studying for finals
with friends in Rome Hall. It
was about 12:30 a.m. when a
University Police Department
officer decided to write us all
up for being in the building
too late. No, I am not joking.
I guess UPD had nothing better to do than bust kids for using classrooms during finals.
GW’s lack of study space is
inexcusable, as is the fact that
our library is a relic of the Cretaceous Period.
Clearly, GW has a lot to
work on. Multiple levels of the
school – the administration,
SA, and student body – need
to exercise better judgment, a
little common sense and some
class. First and foremost, we
need to stop throwing money
into fiscal black holes like the
inaugural float and the Unity
and inaugural balls. Maybe
GW can use some of the savings to actually educate students, permanently fix Gelman
Library and provide sufficient
study space.
–The writer, a junior majoring in Asian studies, is a Hatchet
columnist.

emulating real politics, corruption
and all. I guess it’s great practice
for our nation’s future leaders.
But in all seriousness, the SA
does have power over how our
money is spent. As a freshman, all
the bureaucracy was a big turnoff, but one thing I believe is that
if more people showed interest
and expressed their views – and
if more SA members considered
themselves to be representatives
of the students, rather than powerhungry pseudo-politicians – maybe some more good could come
out of our student government.
Freshman year has provided
numerous memories and lessons
about the quirks of GW and its
students, as well as many experiences around D.C. But instead
of fixating only on the past, it is
important to move towards the
future. I’m sure those who are
graduating will fondly remember the memories they have made
here and those of us not graduating will continue making great
memories at GW.
–The writer, a freshman majoring in international affairs, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Letters to the editor
A science center by any
other name

A recent article (“Univ. to take on more
debt to build SEC,” April 16) notes that the
University will need to borrow funds to
pay for the initial construction of the new
Science and Engineering Complex.
In my view, upgrading and expanding
facilities is vitally important to improve
GW’s research and teaching in engineering and science and similar expansions are
underway at other great U.S. universities.
Moreover, using debt for construction is
entirely reasonable, particularly at a time
when building costs have fallen.
My main concern about the project is
its name and acronym “SEC.” As a Google
search shows, that moniker is synonymous
with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Having an “SEC” on campus and
attempting to fundraise for it is bound to
lead to confusion. My suggestion is that the
name of the project be changed while we
are still in the early stages so that the GW
brand will be more distinctive and clear.
Steve Charnovitz
Associate professor of law

We miss you already, Diana!
Good luck in law school!

Alex Byers, editor in chief*
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Univ. will review Treanor death
The University will conduct an additional review of
sophomore Laura Treanor’s
death after learning she died
of alcohol poisoning, University President Steven Knapp
said in a statement May 1.
The announcement came
just days after the D.C. Medical Examiner’s Office confirmed that Treanor, who
passed away Jan. 23, died of
acute alcohol intoxication. The
death was determined to be an
accident, said Beverly Fields,
spokeswoman for the medical
examiner’s office.
GW will consider the new
information regarding Treanor’s death and determine if any
additional action must be taken,
Knapp said in the statement.
“Today we have obtained
confirmation from the DC
Medical Examiner office that
the cause of Laura’s death was
acute alcohol intoxication and
that the death was accidental,”
Knapp said in the statement.
“Now that we have that determination, I have asked Dean
of Students and Associate
Vice President Linda Donnels
and Chief of University Police
Dolores Stafford to review the

SWINE
from p. A1
probable cases of the swine flu
have not yet been confirmed by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta – the only lab
facility in the country that can identify the H1N1 strain of the flu.
Dena Iverson, a spokeswoman
for the D.C. Department of Health,
said a majority of the probable
cases have been confirmed positive
for H1N1 virus nationally. The Department of Health determines a
probable case through a process of
elimination testing system, Iverson
explained.
“H1N1 is a new strain, so we
don’t have it in the system,” Iverson said. “If we recognize it, it’s a
flu that we already have on file and
isn’t H1N1.”
GW students comprise three of
the four confirmed swine flu cases
in the District. More than 2,500
cases of the swine flu have been
confirmed in 43 states, according
to the CDC. Only three people infected have died, however, and the
virus is “comparable in severity to
seasonal influenza,” according to
the CDC’s Web site.
All five students with probable
cases of the swine flu were moved
from their residence halls to private
rooms on campus to prevent the
spread of the illness. At least two of
the students with probable cases of
swine flu were moved from Thurston Hall to City Hall, but Schario
declined to comment on where the
other three students were originally living and where they were

CRIME LOG
The following crime log entries are
some of the year’s most entertaining
accounts of crime at GW.
Confiscated ID

Laura Treanor
new information and determine what further steps, if
any, should be taken.”
Vice President for External
Relations Lorraine Voles declined to comment last week
on what specifically the review
would entail or what steps
could potentially be taken.
Voles said the University
will “notify the community
when the review is complete.”
– Alex Byers and Emily Cahn

relocated.
“GW acted immediately following initial influenza diagnosis,
following our procedure of moving the students to private rooms
to limit exposure to other students,
informing those in close personal
contact and providing them with
information about symptoms,
treatment and prevention,” the
University’s statement on Saturday
said.
In order to prevent more cases
of the virus, the University said
hand sanitizers were placed in
residence hall lobbies and cleaning
efforts were increased in high-traffic areas like libraries and dining
spaces.
Iverson added, though, that
washing hands with soap and
water is more effective than using hand sanitizer to prevent the
spread of disease.
“Hand sanitizers are a good
option for hand hygiene when
soap and water are not available
for hand washing but they should
not completely replace washing
with soap and water,” she said.
Other universities nationwide
with reported cases of the swine
flu have taken more extreme measures to prevent the swine flu from
spreading.
Graduates at the University of
Michigan will not receive handshakes at their commencement ceremony as a precaution. Other Universities like Loyola University in
Chicago – where one student was
diagnosed with the swine flu – will
hand out hand sanitizer during
their commencement ceremonies.
Commencement ceremonies at
GW will go on as planned. 

You don't get breaking
news e-mails?

HOW SAD.
Sign up today: gwhatchet.com

4/12/09 - 1:06 a.m. - City
Hall - case closed
University Police Department
officers were called because
there was a report of an underage individual with two
unopened cases of Bud Light.
An individual, who was not in
possession of the alcohol but
in contact with the individuals, presented an identification card to UPD officers, but
it was fraudulent. The ID was
confiscated.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
Destruction
3/27/09 - 12:47 a.m. - Public
property on campus - case
closed

An officer heard a loud
crashing sound while on
patrol. He turned around to
find an individual walking
away from a scooter that
had been knocked over. The
student admitted to knocking it over and he was arrested.
Closed by arrest
Disorderly Conduct
2/7/09 - 11:41 p.m. - 1959 E
Street - case closed
UPD officers responded to a
call of an individual climbing
up the side of the residence
hall. When the officers arrived,
the individual was on a second floor ledge. The officers
ordered him to come down
and he complied.
Subject barred from campus
Lewd Act
3/6/09 - 10:30 p.m. - Gelman
Library - case closed
A female student told UPD
that she saw an unidentified
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male student masturbating in
the library. When UPD arrived,
he could not be found. No
identifiable subjects.
Liquor Law Violation
9/27/08 - 10:04 p.m. - Smith
Center - case closed
UPD received a call about
a nude male at the Foggy
Bottom Grocery. When police arrived, the man was
no longer there. Officers
then received a call from the
Smith Center that a male
without a shirt entered the
building, matching the description of the male at the
grocery store. When police
arrived and questioned the
student about why he was
not wearing a shirt, he said
he was having a reaction to
a medicine he was taking.
When UPD performed sobriety tests on the subject at
the scene, he failed and was
transported to GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS

2/14/09 - 12:47 a.m. - Dakota Apartments - case closed
UPD responded to a noise
complaint in the residence
hall. When officers entered
the room, alcohol was in plain
view. Thirty-one individuals,
some students and some unaffiliated with the University,
were found in the room.
Referred to SJS
Simple Assault
3/14/09 - 3:11 a.m. - Public
property on campus
A UPD officer observed a female GW student staggering through campus. Officers
performed a sobriety test and
during the course of the test,
the student attempted to slap
one of the officers. She then
removed one of her shoes and
threw it at an officer. She was
placed in protective custody
and transported to the GW
Hospital.
Referred to SJS
– Compiled by Lara Gori
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THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

May 15, 2006
GW faculty salaries are nationally ranked as the highest they
have been in 10 years. Only 20
percent of schools in the American Association of University
Professors have higher salaries.

May 13, 1985
Student drops appeal to University’s decision in her sex discrimination case. This comes after
Donna Nelson had accused The
Hatchet staff of not appointing her
editor in chief due to her sex.

May 11, 1970
Radical student mob adopts GW
as a base. An emergency curfew
of 1:30 a.m. is put into effect and
the first five floors of Thurston
Hall are evacuated due to the riot
police’s tear and pepper gas.

Miranda Green and Max McGowen – Contributing Life editors (features@gwhatchet.com)

Passing
the ball

Three students form nonprofit to collect sports
equipment for schools in need
by Caroline Bowman
Hatchet Staff Writer
Nate Andorsky, Kevin Meehan and
Andy Ritter became friends due to their
common interest in sports. But this spring
they also became business partners, forming a program that turned their passion
into service.
That’s why they started Fair Catch, a
nonprofit dedicated to improving the lives
of local athletes. Formally commenced in
March, Fair Catch seeks to provide urban
school districts with the much-needed
football equipment they are unable to afford.
The donations are coordinated on the
basis of need – schools that face the worst
budget shortages will receive equipment
first. Fair Catch works with Dr. Allen Chin,
the director of athletics for District of Columbia Public Schools, to determine which
schools fall into this category.
As of now, the trio – each of whom is
in the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity – has not
decided which schools to target first, but
Andorsky says the organization hopes to
begin doling out the equipment this summer.
“Our goal is to make our first dona-

tions this August,” he said. By donating
the equipment then, he hopes to provide
for a better football season come fall.
The equipment will come from a
variety of sources. Andorksy is currently working to find sponsors to help
donate, but apart from that, he plans
to use contributions from individuals
to purchase more equipment for Fair
Catch to distribute.
Starting a nonprofit was not the easiest task, says Andorsky, who worked with
Bingham, LLC, a local law firm, to incorporate the organization.
While the process was “time-consuming,” Andorksy said, it was well worth it,
too. With the help of Bingham, LLC, the
trio handled the start-up work, which
ranged from creating a logo and Web site
to devising a strategic plan to handle the
legal and financial aspects of a nonprofit
organization.
For Andorsky, the high point was seeing his vision materialize. After seeing Fair
Catch’s business card and logo, he knew
the group was that much closer to making
donations.
“It became something material, something to show how much work we put into
it,” he said.

SLICE
of life

Before GW had taken over Foggy Bottom, this area was the center of Washington’s German community, known at the
time as Little Hamburg. There was even a
beer brauerei where the Kennedy Center
is.
In the 18th century, a Swiss speculator bought up plots of land in what is
now Foggy Bottom. The area soon became

CLAYTON M. MCCLESKEY
HATCHET COLUMNIST
a magnet for German immigrants, who
founded the United Church in 1833 at the
corner of 20th and G streets.
“This was a German church in a German neighborhood,” said Bodo Schwabe,
Pastor for the German-speaking services at
the United Church.
But overtime, the German population
became increasingly integrated and Little
Hamburg lost its Teutonic identity. Now
all that’s left of the once-flourishing community is the church, a dwindling congregation of mostly elderly Germans.
Schwabe gave me a history of the
church that included pictures from a memorial service held when the German
President died in 1934. The pictures show
a German military official leaving the service via the front steps, walking onto G
Street in a Nazi uniform.
The congregation grew with the multiple waves of German immigration to
the United States, the last of which came
in the years after the Second World War,
explained Schwabe. Those immigrants
– now in their seventies and eighties –

form the backbone of the church’s aging membership. And many carry
dark memories of growing up in
the Third Reich.
“It keeps coming up,”
Schwabe said. “They were
not the generation that was
responsible for what happened.”
But they still carry
the guilt of association. He said the
church provides
them a place where
they can talk about
their
“traumatic
experiences”
in
a way they can’t
with outsiders.
Church
member Waltraut Fornasa
was born in
1933, the same
year
Hitler
came to power.
As a little girl,
she watched
as
Nazi
troops came
through her
grandmother’s village
shooting
anyone
who had
dared surrender to
the ap-

Anne Wernikoff/assistant photo editor

Senior Andy Ritter and juniors Kevin Meehan and Nate Andorsky are the creators of Fair Catch, a nonprofit organization that provides urban public schools in need with football equipment.
The three hope to instill the values of
determination, motivation and teamwork
in the students they are helping. It is something they definitely have experience in –
Andorsky and Meehan were both varsity
football players in high school and Ritter

was a starter for his high school basketball
team.
As for the future of Fair Catch, the organization is just getting off the ground. It
recently held its first event at Garrett’s in
Georgetown, where it kicked off its first

round of fundraising.
Nevertheless, the trio is determined to
make their organization thrive and they
hope to help some sports teams along the
way. 
– Learn more at http://faircatchdc.org

Foggy Bottom's little piece
of Germany
proaching Russians.
“We went by a house where an older
man lived. I knew him well. He had always
picked up milk from my grandmother every day. He had the white flag outside, and
the [troops] had made him stand against
the wall and had shot him. We saw this,”
Fornasa told me over dinner in her Northwest D.C. home.
“[They] wanted to fight until the last
day, and these men had surrendered,”
said Fornasa. “I can still remember it
today, how he just slouched there, with
his head hanging to the
right.”

Over sixty years has passed, yet Fornasa is still haunted by her memory.
“I go three times a week to water aerobics, and there is a moment where we do
exercises on the side of the pool. Every
time the instructor barks, ‘Get to the wall,’
I think of that man.”
Schwabe said that many of many of
the church’s members carry similar memories with them.
“It’s important to them that they feel
they can talk
about their experie n c e s
with someone who
understands,” explained Schwabe,
who remem-

bers when American tanks rolled into his
town.
Fornasa confessed she shares the German burden too, “With Jews I am still reserved, and I still have a guilty feeling, as
a German.”
Pastor Schwabe said that unless something unforeseen happens, the church
might not exist in a few years. He is working on merging with a larger German congregation, but the plan relies on GW allowing the church to use its parking facilities.
If the church disappears, it won’t just be
the individual stories
that are lost. But also a
piece of Foggy Bottom’s
history.
Seems like a worthy
cause to me – let’s give
them a place to
park. 

Michelle Rattinger/assistant photo editor
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Seeing Korea through a different lens
Harald Olsen
Hatchet Staff Writer
Seoul, South Korea – In Korea,
a year living in the country makes
you an old-timer. Normally, it takes
just six months for a foreign student
or English teacher to arrive, absorb,
and depart. I can count the Americans whom I know to have lived
here for more than a few years on
one hand.
The furious pace of entrance
and exit makes those few who have
stayed a long time the veterans. Merited or not, they are the gurus who
confidently make assertions about
what Korea is and how to live here.
As a student nearing the end of
my one-year term here, there are
not many people I know now who
can play the role of mentor, but last
Saturday night I was reintroduced
to my adopted country by another
expat.
Lucas joined the U.S. Army in
1998, and three years later his posting to the Yongsan Garrison brought

him to Seoul. After seven years in the
army he left the service but stayed
in Korea to become a DJ, a teacher
and finally a graduate student at my
university.
One Saturday night, having not
been in my district for years, Lucas called me up to explore it once
again.
When he first came, Hongdae
was “like the village in New York,”
a haven for the alternative and the
eccentric. Now Lucas sees it as a pale
imitation of its former liveliness. Police crackdowns on drugs have made
life here more placid. Skunk Hell,
once the seminal punk venue in all
of Korea, recently closed its doors.
Overall, the once-hopping area has
become much more of a destination
for foreigners.
As Lucas and I walked down the
neon boulevards he ripped into the
prejudice that he still sees around
him, with the buildings that had
prohibited U.S. soldiers up until a
few years ago serving as a reminder.
We arrived at a basement bar

where Lucas had arranged to meet a
friend. Also there were several Australians and Englishmen, all strangers to us. As we sipped drinks and
began the obligatory introductions,
I reflected on how strange it is to
go eight years in a country and still
spend Saturday night hanging out
with strangers. If seeing the same
people in Foggy Bottom feels stifling, imagine going to college without a reliable circle.
Lucas’ old friend stopped by,
a woman who worked at a bar in
Hongdae years ago and was one of
the only people who could speak
English with him when he was a
DJ. After a few awkward minutes of
conversation, I was surprised to see
her abruptly leave.
His voice dispassionate, Lucas explained that she was nervous
about being seen in public with him
since they were both married to
other people. Citizens of Seoul have
often told me that despite living in a
city of 10 million, a common worry
persists that someone you know will

spot you with a foreigner.
At almost midnight, we headed
out once again, trying to find landmarks from a different era. At one
house music venue, Lucas proudly
explained he used to work the tables
as the first white DJ in Hongdae’s
history. But the club has been rebuilt from its former shell and none
of the owners remembered him. For
an hour the sparse crowd, made up
of a few English teachers and some
Koreans, moved slowly to the beats
and breaks.
Lucas tugged on my arm and we
headed back outside. He shook his
head and set out for another club
that he thought might still exist. And
it did – there we found one DJ who
remembered Lucas, a Korean with
an expressionless face who waved
us into the building.
Inside, the sights and sounds
were even less reassuring than those
at the other places we had been to.
Shy, the DJ seemed to not remember anything about Lucas besides
his name. Despite months of work-

ing alongside Lucas, all memories
of conversations shared seemed to
have been burned up or drowned.
We left Hongdae as most of the
clubs were emptying out, picking a
taxi out of the crowd and arriving
home in the early morning hours.
During the ride back, I was pensive. As an exchange student with a
finite amount of time here, I do not
have any illusions about my longterm relationships with people. I do
not expect to come back years later
and find the same crowd. But Lucas
could not stop describing his former friends and how little he knew
about the place where he had spent
so much time.
I have known for a long time
from textbooks that Korea changes
on short notice. But it is much more
poignant to actually see the change
through the eyes of someone whose
world has become unrecognizable so
quickly. 
–The writer is a junior spending a year
abroad at Seoul National University in
Seoul, South Korea.
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Israel lobbyists
New Smithsonian design approved
honor student org African American
by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Assistant News Editor
A pro-Israel student organization was nationally recognized
last week at the 2009 American
Israel Public Affairs Committee’s
Policy Conference with a prestigious award given to students
who demonstrate excellence in
pro-Israel advocacy.
More than 400 other colleges
and universities from all 50 states
participated in AIPAC activities
this year but only "GW Acting
Politically for Israel" – also known
as GAP Israel – went home with
the Duke Rudman Leadership
Award. Several prominent U.S.
and Israeli leaders attended the
conference, including Vice President Joe Biden, White House
Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel, Israeli President Shimon Peres and
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.
Josh Brown, co-president of
GAP Israel, said members of the
organization are driven to make
an impact in D.C.
“This year, GW Acting Politically for Israel started off as a
group of students with the vision
of creating a student organization that would allow pro-Israel
students on campus to make as
much of an impact on campus
and in Washington as possible,”
Brown said in an e-mail.
GAP Israel also benefited
from familiarity with AIPAC, said
Jessica Fern, GAP’s grassroots director.
“When deciding which
campus should receive various
awards, the department already
has a clear idea of what each
campus has dealt with in terms
of opposition, how they have
acted proactively, how they have
reached out to their respective
student bodies and how effective they have been in promoting the relationship between the
U.S. and Israel,” Fern said in an
e-mail.
The organization has about
200 members and is comprised of
a diverse group of students, Fern
added.
“As an organization, we are

distinct from other groups in that
we are a consensus organization: we are Jewish, non-Jewish,
Democratic, Republican – anyone
that supports Israel and the core
issues surrounding Israeli foreign
policy can find a place in GAP,”
she said.
Brown said GAP Israel strives
to ensure that all “future leaders
enrolled at GW” understand proIsrael perspectives.
“The goal of our engagement
is to ensure that when these student leaders are in the position
to make influential decisions on
US-Israel relationship, they come
to our members to contemplate
their decision and make it in favor of the relationship,” Brown
said.
Cory Struble, the outgoing
president of GW College Democrats, said he worked with GAP
this year to provide Democrats
with opportunities to get involved
as pro-Israel advocates on Capitol
Hill.
“GAP has been incredibly active for a new organization – their
leaders moved quickly this year
to establish positive working relationships with political groups
across campus,” Struble said in an
e-mail. “As a result of their hard
work, they have greatly escalated
the visibility and presence of the
pro-Israel activist community on
campus.”
GAP lobbied on Capitol Hill
in February, when more than 130
students advocated for pro-Israel
relations.
“Our lobbying missions empowers our student activists to
understand the power that they
have as citizens of the United
States and how they can use that
power to make a tremendously
positive difference with an issue
that they are passionate about,”
Brown said.
David Victor, the president of
AIPAC, praised the organization
at the conference.
“Their leadership offers a
model of innovation, organization, and strategic focus, and a
textbook example of how to create and sustain a bold and forceful
political movement,” he said. 

History museum
to open in 2015
by Lindsay Life
Hatchet Reporter
The newest Smithsonian
addition, the National Museum of African American History and Culture, is expected
to stand out as an architectural statement on the National
Mall, Smithsonian officials
said at a press conference in
April.
The museum was approved by Congress six years
ago, but the Smithsonian announced just last month that a
design had been chosen for the
building. The design team said
the building is designed to be
an embodiment of the AfricanAmerican spirit.
The Freelon Adjaye Bond/
SmithGroup won the job, beating out 22 other design teams
that responded to the Smithsonian’s Request for Qualifications contest last summer. Six
firms were chosen for the competition, which was decided
on April 14.
The winning team is a hybrid of four architectural firms,
The Freelon Group, Adjaye Associates, Davis Brody Bond,
and SmithGroup. The Freelon

HUBBARD
from p. A1
roles in the adaptation.
In “The Crossroads,” a
farmer in the Great Depression sets out on a journey to
sell his vegetables in the city.
Before long, however, he comes
upon a crossroads and trades
his vegetables for brandy, gold
and guns with aliens, an elderly man and militiamen. The
proliferation of brandy and
firearms eventually causes a
war zone and when the farmer
escapes the mess, he comes to

courtesy the Smithsonian Institution

Group will be the architect of
record, and the group’s design experience includes the
Reginald F. Lewis Museum
of African American History
and Culture in Baltimore and
the Museum of the African
Diaspora in San Francisco.
The Freelon team was selected by a jury chaired by
Lonnie G. Bunch, the museum’s director.
“As we moved through
this process, one thing was
central to our thinking. We
continued to be guided by our
respect of this wonderfully important site,” Bunch said at the
press conference.
David Adjaye, the lead
designer, has called the op-

portunity “the dream of his career.” In the design materials,
the team wrote, “The National
Museum of African American
History – the institution and
the building – will be worthy
of the museum’s vision and
its prominent place on the National Mall.”
For Adjaye, the design had
to reflect the celebration of the
African-American journey.
“In terms of the motif, the
iconography of the project,
you’ll see that it’s really about
this crown which sits on an elevated mound and the mound
is, as it were, a porch, a canopy, a place to invite people to
come and see the content, to
come as a respite, to come and

realize while he thought he was
only gone for a day, he was really gone for five months.
Before the presentation,
GW’s archivist, David Anderson, presented a slideshow
of Hubbard’s life – including
when he enrolled in the 1930s
as a civil engineering major. He
was a writer and editor at The
Hatchet while it was known
as the University Hatchet, and
his first story, “Tah,” was published in The Hatchet.
“His writing for The Hatchet began and developed his
love of writing fiction,” Anderson said.
Hubbard’s connection with

the Church of Scientology was
left unmentioned in the presentation. Instead, the focus was
Hubbard’s life traveling across
the globe – which often showed
up in his fiction writing.
“All of his adventures gave
him a profound sense of reality
in his literature,” Jacobs said.
Hubbard’s passion for adventure began as a child where
he was the youngest Eagle
Scout in America. Later, while
attending GW, he brought a
group of students on a trip to
the Caribbean. He enjoyed flying gliders in his spare time
and became the president of
the Glider Club at GW, Ander-

view and learn,” Adjaye said
in a press conference following
the design team’s announcement. “It’s really an elevated
mound, with this corona, this
celebration crown, which we
think gives a powerful kind of
message that this museum can
send into the future.”
Construction on the museum will begin in 2012 and it is
set to open in 2015. The museum will be located on the National Mall between the Washington Monument and the
National Museum of American History. The Smithsonian
Institute announced that the
total cost will be around $500
million and the Washington
Business Journal reported that
the federal government will
cover half the cost. The other
half will come from private
donations.
“I am convinced they will
design for us a signature green
building, that will be distinctive, visible and yet complimentary to the monuments,
and will enhance the architectural presence in this city,” G.
Wayne Clough, the secretary
of the Smithsonian, said at the
press conference.
According to the Smithsonian Institute, the museum
will host collections of artifacts, seminars, oral histories,
and traveling exhibitions.
Clough said the museum’s
“compelling content will tell
an essential part of the American story.” 

son said.
John Goodwin, president
of Galaxy Press, said that the
night was representative of
Hubbard’s literary legacy. Hubbard wrote more than 80 books
and 150 stories under 15 different pseudonyms.
Gunhild Jacobs, the senior vice president of Author
Services, Inc., said that Hubbard “reflects the totality of his
unique experiences in his life
and his fiction.”
Jacobs said, “His constant
quest in knowledge and adventure have caused us to return to
the launching point of his career for this presentation.” 

Amy Rhodin | Arts Editor | arhodin@gwhatchet.com
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Slate comedy festival is no joke

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Seniors Jen Gilmour, Travis Helwig and Darren Miller present a never before seen sketch written by younger members
of receSs in the Marvin Center Saturday night.
by Amy Rhodin
Arts Editor
If there is one thing that keeps receSs
going, it’s history and tradition.
For almost 20 years, GW’s only comedy group has delivered sketches, video
and improvisation to audiences looking
for an easy laugh. The return of Slate: The
World College Comedy Festival this weekend marked the return of an old tradition
– but also the end of four seniors’ college
comedy careers.
“I’ve worked harder to put this festival
together than anything else I think I have
ever done,” said senior Darren Miller,
president of receSs and a producer of the
event.
Two months ago, Miller was planning
for the final receSs show of the year, when
schedulers in the Marvin Center told him
that there were two extra days open in Betts Theater. With three nights to do whatever he wanted, Miller decided to reinvent
an older tradition.
“We have this history box, in receSs,

and it has an old program from the first
Slate,” said Miller. “When I found out that
we had this opportunity to put on a festival, I felt like we had to bring back that
event.”
Miller summoned more than eight
comedy groups from around the country
to participate in the weekend. From the
uber-popular internet video stars Derrick Comedy, to the touring company of
the Upright Citizens’ Brigade, to student
groups from Georgetown, Penn State and
Boston Universities, some of the most talented young comedians around agreed to
be a part of the festival.
“This event is honestly about respect,”
said Miller. “Our respect for the groups
that have influenced us in comedy and our
awesome peers in the college comedy circuit who just really produce good work.”
On Thursday, the festival opened its
doors with a performance from GW a
Capella group The Troubadours, an improvised performance from receSs and
work from two troupes at the Washington
Improv Theater. Friday brought in perfor-

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

The Upright Citizens Brigade Touring Company performs killer improv at
Slate: The World College Comedy Festival in the Mavin Center.
up their experience as a member of the
comedy troupe.
“This is like the second-to-last scene
in the biography of my life,” Mead told
the more than 75 people in attendance,
including his parents, his girlfriend and
the people in comedy who, he said, inspire him in each performance.
DC Pierson, a member of Derrick
Comedy and a creator of the internet
video hit “Bro Rape,” said he felt lucky
to have been invited to the event after
meeting members of receSs at various
other comedy festivals over the past few
years. Pierson, who will be moving to
Los Angeles with his group in the coming weeks, said he remembered having
his own senior moment just a few years
prior.

“When we were all seniors at NYU,
we got to have our own little finale, too,”
said Pierson. “It’s something really special, and kind of sentimental. I thank the
receSs guys for letting us be here to see
and be a part of their moment.”
While four members move on, some
off to New York to make it in the professional comedy world, and others with
little prospect of what to do, Mead said
he expects the next generation of receSs
stars is sure to carry on a tradition of
producing quality comedy.
“I think this, it all comes full circle,”
said Miller, acknowledging former
members of receSs who were now performing as invited guests to the festival.
“It would be cool one day to return to
this stage as a professional.” 

Summer Concert Series
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A weekly entertainment guide for the
cash-strapped college student.

mances from college groups and welcomed
stand-up and sketch from professionals at
Derrick Comedy. Saturday, the culmination shows featured the Brigade’s famous
work and the final receSs show of the year.
The jokes were filled with everything from
sexual banter, to Bible references, to the art
of psychiatry – each group invoking laughs
and applause from a faithful audience.
“Tonight, well it’s really kind of bittersweet,” said sophomore Kabeer Parwani,
a second-year member of the comedy
group. Though the festival was a successful and exciting event, Parwani acknowledged that the final night marked the departure of four of his closest friends and
colleagues.
Seniors Miller, Kevin Mead, Jen
Gilmour, and Travis Helwig were each
given some time to perform what would
be their last amateur act in the Betts Theater. From making fun of themselves, to
making fun of each other, to thanking the
people who had influenced their collegiate
comedy skills along the way, each student
humorously and sentimentally summed

Want to do something more cultural than making copies for your congressman on the Hill all summer? Here is a list of concerts happening in
and around the nation’s capitol. From big names to local acts, one of these performances is bound to satisfy your need for live music.
–Compiled by Amy Rhodin

If you have
Bust out
the Spandex and
legwarmers
and head
to The Black Cat on Saturday,
May 16 for “Right Round,” an
‘80s-style dance par ty. It star ts
at 9:30 p.m., so don’t be late.
Tickets are $6.

$5

If you have
Ever wondered what
w o u l d
happen if
you told a
bunch of comedians to make a
movie in two days? Well, go to
the Washington Improv Theater’s 48-hour film project at
7 p.m. on Monday, May 11 and
find out. Tickets are $10.

$10

Merriweather Post Pavilion
The Decemberists w/
Andrew Bird

John Legend w/
India.Arie

Get ready for lots of songs about
magic, maidens and small woodland
creatures: The Decemberists’ latest
album, “The Hazards of Love,” was
inspired by the Victorian era. Singersongwriter Andrew Bird will probably
be the only artist you’ll see this summer who plays a glockenspiel.

Legend’s low-key brand of soulful R&B will be the perfect ending to a late summer day. Arrive
early to catch India.Arie’s opening
act. Her new album, “Testimony:
Vol. 2, Love & Politics,” has some
great songs, such as “Yellow” and
“A Beautiful Day.”

June 8
Tickets start at $30

Rock ‘n’ Roll
Hotel

The Black Cat

Columbia, Md.
(410) 715-5550

July 17
Tickets start at $36

The Vans Warped Tour 2009
July 14
Tickets $32.75

Maybe you last attended the Warped Tour when you were 14, but so what?
Relive the magic of your middle school days and see bands like Less Than Jake,
The Ataris and Senses Fail.

Verizon Center

Courtesy of the Black Cat

1811 14th St. NW
(202) 667-4490

St. Vincent
May 22
Tickets $15

This indie artist has a quirky sense
of humor. Her 2007 album, “Marry
Me,” was named after a running
joke from the TV show “Arrested
Development.” Songs like “Landmines” and “Paris is Burning” prove
that she has serious musical chops.

The Lemonheads

Courtesy of
Rock ‘n’ Roll Hotel

June 27
Tickets $15

These veterans of the
alt-rock scene are the
reason many of the acts
on the Warped Tour exist. The show should be
a mix of their classic
songs, like 1992’s “It’s a
Shame About Ray,” and
stuff off their newer albums.

1353 H St. NE
(202) 388-7625

Jukebox the Ghost
May 23
Tickets start at $12

Show some love for this local band
– all the members graduated from
GW. Even though they’ve found
success all along the East Coast, it’s
still nice to see them back in D.C.

9:30 Club

815 V St. NW
(800) 955-5566

Doves

If you have

$20

Heavy metal band Mastodon
takes the stage at the 9:30
club on Tuesday, May 12.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $20.

June 6
Tickets $25
Courtesy of Washington Sports & Entertainment

601 F St. NW
(202) 628-3200

Beyoncé I Am Tour
June 24
Tickets start at $20.75

Finally, you’ll get a chance
to sing “Single Ladies (Put A
Ring On It)” with several thousand other fans, instead of
just alone in your dorm room.

Green Day w/ the Kaiser
Chiefs

Peaches
June 17
Tickets $20

This English indie rock band will appeal to Peaches, a.k.a Merrill Nisker, brings her explicit and
fans of The Decemberists and The Yeah Yeah outrageous brand of electronica to the 9:30 club
Yeahs.
mid-June.

July 29
Tickets start at $49.50

Jenny Lewis

Fleet Foxes

Green Day will be well into their international tour by the time they hit D.C.,
so the concert should be one of July’s
highlights. Their upcoming album, “21st
Century Breakdown,” is reportedly some
of the group’s best work yet.

Whether you prefer her solo or with Rilo
Kiley, Jenny Lewis’ soulful pop never disappoints in concert. Let’s hope she performs
her cover of The Traveling Wilburys’ “Handle
With Care.”

The Seattle-based group was a hit at Coachella and
will be playing at major music festivals throughout
the summer. The cozy 9:30 club will be a good
place to hear their folky songs and lush harmonies
for the first time.

June 11
Tickets $25

July 29
Tickets $25
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Faculty supports policy change
Transgender
language
approved
by Matthew Rist
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Faculty Senate voted
unanimously Friday to include
“gender identity and expression” in the University’s nondiscrimination policy in hopes
of protecting the rights of
transgender students, faculty
and staff.
The resolution to include
the new language into GW’s
Equal Employment Opportunity Policy was presented by
the Joint Committee of Faculty
and Students alongside a packet of information prepared by
the LGBT Resource Center in
support of the policy change.
“This seemingly small
change to GW’s EEOP will be
a significant and meaningful step toward achieving our
mission,” LGBT Resource Center leaders wrote in the packet.
“Such a change will openly
and loudly declare that GW
not only supports diversity,
but nurtures it.”
Michelle Tanney, a graduate student and member of
the joint committee, said the
change will aid the transgender community on campus.

UPD
from p. A1
Stafford on the issue of arming
UPD officers on his second day
as president.
“She posed that question
and asked if we would look
at it and I said we would look
at it,” Knapp said. “We had a
lot of information to act on. I
think we treated that question
in a very serious way, took it
seriously and looked at it, and
this is where we came out.”
In addition to its conclusion regarding the arming of
officers, James Lee Witt also
recommended that UPD be
grouped with other University security offices like risk
management and emergency
preparedness. Knapp said he
will follow that advice, which

“I have many friends in
the LGBT community and
have seen them have trouble
because there was no explicit
recognition for transgender
students on campus,” Tanney
said.
Aaron Fox, coordinator for
the LGBT Resource Center, said
the change in policy would allow transgender students freedom in the expression of their
gender.
“Gender
expression
is
someone’s outward expression
of their gender, from clothing
to mannerisms, to the tone in
someone’s voice, to the people
they associate with,” Fox said.
Fox added that the change will
put GW in line with top-ranking
universities across the US.
“All of the top 10 schools
in the U.S. have language that
includes gender identity or expression, only two out of the
top 25 do not have it included
in their policy,” Fox said. “I
think that GW can be in those
top-tier schools, and I think
that passing this resolution is
one of the ways that we can
step into that tier.”
The resolution was passed
with a technical amendment
by the Faculty Senate’s executive committee that slightly altered the language of the EEOP
to mirror the terminology in
the D.C. Human Rights Act.
“We wanted to be sure that

our list in the EEOP policy is
inclusive,” Law School professor and Faculty Senate member Arthur Wilmarth said. “It’s
to make sure that our policy is
fully consistent with laws.”
Several members and supporters of the LGBT community attended the meeting and
spoke out on behalf of the proposed changes.
Kaden Trifilio, a transgender sophomore, said the
change was needed to make
students and staff feel comfortable at GW.
“I remember as a freshman
coming in and not being sure
where I fit in,” Trifilio said.
“To be able to set something
up to send a clear signal that
GW does indeed recognize
the transgender community
and does want to protect that
community is really important.”
Another supporter of the
resolution, art history professor Catherine Chandler, said
the proposed changes are already in line with the current
practices of the University.
“The proposal is perfectly
in line with the policies and
practices of the University,
which do not discriminate,”
Chandler said. “I think that by
accepting this change it puts
GW in line with its peers and
with what it already does on a
daily basis.” 

would put those functions under a single administrator.
Robert Chernak, senior vice
president for Student and Academic Support Services, previously oversaw UPD. Now,
however, the department will
report to a new associate vice
president for safety and security. The administrator – who
will oversee UPD, the Office of
Public Safety and Emergency
Management, and parts of the
risk management office – will
report to Senior Associate Vice
President for Administration
Ed Schonfeld. Schonfeld reports to Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz.
One of the reasons UPD
was moved into a new department was to take into account
the University’s operations at
places like GW’s Virginia Campus, which has little to do with
student affairs, Knapp said.

“We have a data center that
is out on our Virginia Campus
and administrative functions
that don’t really have a student component or an academic component,” Knapp said.
Charlie Fisher, a vice president at James Lee Witt who
worked on the report, said he
also recommended that the
University should develop an
emergency plan that “recognizes the challenges faced by
universities today."
Fisher said it could be beneficial to have an emergency
plan in place for various situations, including circumstances
like the 2007 shootings at Virginia Tech.
“There are a bunch of
things that universities are
challenged by today,” said
Fisher. “Virginia Tech was certainly an episode, but there
were a lot of other issues.” 

sports
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NUMBER CRUNCH
The total number of runs by which the GW baseball team
was outscored by Xavier during the teams' three-game
series this weekend. The Colonials lost all three games.

Dan Greene – Sports Editor (dgreene@gwhatchet.com)

Baseball swept in key homestand Adair hard at work
Center must earn WNBA spot
I was drafted was that I was
out of shape, I was limited to
only playing on the block and
With finals wrapping up stuff, but I think within the
and graduation less than a systems that I’ve played in I
week away, current GW se- haven’t really had a chance
nior and former GW basket- to show the other things that
ball player Jessica Adair finds I can do, and I’m more than
herself in the same position capable of it.”
as many of her fellow seniors:
Even with her workout
trying to impress someone regimen in place, Adair will
enough to get a job.
face an up-hill battle to make
The difference, of course, the team. The Mercury curis that Adair will
rently list five cenbe trying out, not
ters on their roster,
interviewing
for
players that Adair
her job. The 6-footwill have to leap4 center was draft“I want to go frog in order to
ed 34th overall by
earn a spot. Should
the Phoenix Mershe
fall
short,
down
there
cury in the WNBA
Adair said she
Draft on April 9,
will go abroad and
and wow
but being drafted
play for a year bedoes not necessarfore trying again to
them.”
ily guarantee her
earn a spot with the
a place on the rosMercury, who hold
ter. Despite being
her draft rights for
JESSICA
one of the top 39
two years. Gilberto
female college basGarcia,
Adair’s
ADAIR
ketball players in
agent, has the
SENIOR
the country, Adair,
bulk of his clients
like her classmates,
playing overseas,
will face a shrinkalthough he does
ing job market as
represent
some
she vies for a roster spot in a WNBA players.
league that cut its roster size
Amid all the training,
to just 11 players per team agents and planning for a
this offseason.
professional career, it’s easy
“I thought it was just, to lose sight of the fact that
you get drafted, you go, Adair, even in the midst
you play,” Adair said of her of a life changing transitransition into the world of tion, still plans to get her
professional basketball. “I’m diploma from GW in crimirealizing that there’s a lot of nal justice. With preseason
work I have to put in to be camp set to begin the day
ready to go down there and after commencement, Adair
actually play against these could conceivably walk at
older, more experienced graduation and then fly to
girls.”
Phoenix in time for Mercury
Work has been the name workouts. Doing so would
of the game for Adair since cost Adair the chance to get
her season, and her college in some pre-camp workouts
career, ended with a 97-94 and make an impression on
double-overtime loss to Flor- Mercury coaches. Adair said
ida Gulf Coast University in she may pack up and leave
the first round of the Wom- campus after her last final on
en’s National Invitational Monday.
Tournament in March. Since
If she does choose to go,
then, Adair has worked out Adair will leave behind teamwith GW assistant coach mates, coaches and friends
Richard Moore, doing drills in the only city she has ever
to improve her agility, ball lived in. Still, despite movhandling and overall speed ing over 2,300 miles to a city
and quickness, all of which she’s never been to, Adair is
has left Adair looking notice- still excited about getting a
ably slimmer than she did chance to play at the highest
throughout her GW career.
level.
“I want to go down there
“It’s
something
I’ve
and wow them,” Adair said dreamt about since I first
of her preparations for the picked up a basketball,”
Mercury’s preseason camp, Adair said of being drafted.
which begins May 17. “A “It was like a dream come
lot of the things said before true.” 
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer

Marie McGrory/Hatchet photographer

GW third baseman Bryan Hwang, left, tries to tag a Xavier baserunner as he slides into the bag during Sunday's 13-3 loss. The
Colonials lost all three games to the Musketeers over the weekend and have now lost seven of their last eight games.

Team falls to
ninth in Atlantic
10 standings
by Dan Greene
Sports Editor
Things were already going poorly for the GW baseball
team when the fourth inning began: Not only were they trailing
Xavier 3-0, but they had already
lost to the Musketeers twice in
the previous two days. So when
a line drive glanced off the glove
of junior pitcher Bobby Lucas
only to be caught for an out by
junior shortstop Tom Zebroski,
perhaps it seemed as though the
fortuitous redirection may have
been a harbinger of better things
to come.
Then the series’ narrative
resumed as if never interrupted,
as Xavier began piling up baserunners and subsequently runs
en route to a five-run frame and
an eventual 13-3 victory.

For GW’s (20-31, 9-14 Atlantic 10) postseason chances,
the loss put an additional nail
in a coffin that had seemingly
been sealed shut following
Saturday’s action. Junior Sean
Rockey, who had five hits and
a homerun in the three-game
series, said that the Colonials
were well aware of their A-10
situation entering Sunday’s
conference home finale and
that such bleak prospects likely
affected their on-field performance.
“We’ve had a real hard time
putting stuff that we can’t control out of our mind and just focusing on the job that we need
to do and it showed this weekend,” he said. “We just didn’t
come out to play. Simple as
that.”
Junior Ryan Lapointe, who
pitched in relief during all three
losses to Xavier, shared similar
sentiments.
“It seems like a lot of people
are giving up,” he said.
Lapointe’s effort on the
mound Sunday was one of the
few bright spots for GW. He al-

lowed consecutive run-scoring
singles after inheriting a basesloaded jam from Lucas in the
fourth inning, but settled down
immediately thereafter, striking
out five of the next six batters he
faced.
Lapointe and Lucas, normally used during the week
in out-of-conference competition, were needed to pitch this
weekend due to an injury to
sophomore starter Eric Cantrell,
head coach Steve Mrowka said.
Cantrell was kept out of action
for the second-straight weekend
as a precautionary measure due
to discomfort in his throwing
shoulder.
“They did all right,” Mrowka said of Lucas and Lapointe.
“But not good enough for the
way we were swinging the bats
today.”
The Colonials’ bats were indeed quiet in the afternoon, as
they had been for the majority
of the series. Rockey’s previously hot hitting cooled Sunday as
he reached base just once, on a
walk, in four plate appearances.
Junior Tom Zebroski collect-

ed three hits, but his teammates
largely failed to follow suit. GW
was held scoreless by Xavier
starter Ben Thomas through
the game’s first seven innings,
breaking the shutout on senior
Tim Reeves’s three-run homerun to straightaway centerfield.
Reeves’s blast was the Colonials’ only hit with a runner on
base Sunday. The eighth inning
was also the only one in which
GW collected more than one
hit.
“We just can’t put it together
as a team,” Lapointe said. “Everything can’t click at the same
time.”
Though they may have
seemed lifeless against the Musketeers, Lapointe said he does
not expect his team’s downtrodden ways to continue as the
Colonials conclude their season
next weekend with an away series at Saint Joseph’s.
“This is just a tough weekend,” Lapointe said. “It won’t
carry over.”
“We’ll probably come out
and win all three next weekend,” he added with a smile. 

Colonials Corner
Get to know
three of GW's
best athletes a
little better:
Rob Diggs
basketball

Maggie Wright
volleyball

David Zenk
swimming and water polo

Human Sexuality

Epidemics in
American History

Microbiology

"What If" by Jadakiss

"Wavin' Flag" by
K'naan

"Fa Fa" by Guster

What I'm most looking
forward to this summer:

Gaining weight

Another trip to New
Orleans!

Golfing every Monday, bowling every
Tuesday

Favorite sport other than
my own:

Football

Softball

Basketball (to play),
Hockey (to watch)

Tracy McGrady

My sister (she's a
freshman softball
player at Nebraska)

Alex Ovechkin

Favorite class at GW:

Song stuck in my head:

Athlete I most admire:

Men's recruit released, trio signed
Kinley Branch, a 6-foot-5
high school senior from Georgia
who had signed a National Letter of Intent to play for GW next
season, has been released from
his commitment, his high school
coach said last week.
Andrew Sullivan, men’s basketball head coach at Branch’s
Stone Mountain High School in
Georgia, said that it is his understanding that the Colonials
granted Branch his release. Sullivan said Branch is now being recruited by up to 30 teams, includ-

ing schools from the SEC, one of
the nation’s elite conferences.
The release of Branch finalizes a recruiting class of a halfdozen players that will head to
Foggy Bottom in the fall. Coaches of three of the prospective Colonials – forwards David Pellom
and Daymon Warren and guard
Tim Johnson – have confirmed
that the players have signed LOIs
to play at GW. Coaches of the
other three could not be reached
for confirmation.
–by Dan Greene

BBALL

a situation such as that of Maureece Rice, who was dismissed
from the team last March and
left school mid-semester, can do
considerable damage since the
school then misses both possible
points for that player.
Rice was one of three players dismissed from the program
by head coach Karl Hobbs for
disciplinary reasons last spring.
Chernak said while it is probable that “significant, substantial
documentation” will be required
before similar dismissals occur
in the future, he did not want to
prevent Hobbs from exercising
authority when necessary.
“You don’t ever want to put
any coach in a situation where, if
they see appropriate to dismiss
someone, to prevent them from
doing that,” he said. “You don’t
want a coach to have no flexibility to maintain decorum and discipline on the team.”
Chernak also said that in one
instance during the four years
included in the study, a men’s
basketball player was suspended
by the University, meaning the
situation was out of Hobbs’s
hands. Chernak declined to be
more specific about the incident
in question.
Chandra Bierwirth, assistant
athletic director in charge of compliance, declined to comment on
this story. NCAA representatives
did not return phone calls made
by The Hatchet. 
–Alex Byers contributed to this
report

from p. A1
The APR is intended to assess
a team’s academic performance
in “near real-time” by awarding
a point for each student-athlete
that remains academically eligible and another point for each
that stays enrolled in the school,
according to the NCAA Web
site. It is evaluated on a persemester basis and based on the
four most recently completed
academic years, beginning in
2004-2005 and running through
2007-2008.
A news release issued by
the University said the team’s
low score was “due largely to
attrition,” referring to the number of players who have left the
men’s basketball team. In the
four years included in the APR,
seven scholarship members left
the program.
“We’re fine academically,”
Kvancz said. “We have a problem with retention.”
Still, Director of Sports Information Brad Bower said he and
Kvancz do not feel that the number
of players leaving GW’s program
in recent years is uncommon, citing
how factors such as playing time
and not fitting in at the school play
a part in players leaving sports
teams in collegiate athletics.
Because the only two determinants of APR are eligibility
and enrollment, Chernak said
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GWMARKETPLACE

www.gwmarketplace.com
Natalie Hatchette, Classified
Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The
GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first
25 words, and $.30 per word
beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed
online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via
email, fax or in person at our office.
An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa,
Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check
through our office.

SERVICES
Continental Movers
Local-Long Distance
free 10 boxes
$80.00 x hour x two
men
202 438 1489
www.continentalmovers.
net

A13

Animal Lovers Wanted!
PT positions available
for Kennel Attendants,
Dog Walkers, Pet
Sitters. Walkers and
sitters to work in
Arlington, Alexandria,
Falls Church, and NW
DC. Visit website for
online application www.
furgetmenot.com.

JOBS
Colonial Promos (www.
colonialpromos.com),
a student-run business
on campus, is seeking
student interns starting
immediately. 15 hours/
wk. Learn sales, learn
entrepreneurship, and
make money! jferreri@
colonialpromos.com,
240-421-3043.

HOUSING
$1,475.00- 2 Bedroom/
All Utilities IncludedShort commute to The
George Washington
University Campus.
Walking distance to
(Court House) Metrorail.
Also, minutes to
Metrobus, an easy commute on the (3Y)-The
rate includes all utilities
and parking. Hardwood
floors, gas cooking and
close to shopping. Nice
spacious apartments
in a tranquil Courtyard
setting. Call- (703)
527-Website: fortstrong.
com

Lifeguards, Pool
Operators, Supervisors,
Lifeguard Instructor, FT/
PT, summer and indoor
positions, competitive
pay, free training, must
be able to swim, VA:
703-421-5595, MD:
301-210-4200 ext. 114.

Yard work helper needed now and for this
summer at Georgetown
home close to
Georgetown U. Need a
reliable college student
to work 4 hours/weekend (hours negotiable).
Fall 2009 availability
highly desirable. $10/
hour. 202-333-2427 or
202-457-9122. CALLS
ONLY!

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Family in Chevy Chase
is looking for a GW
Grad student (or maybe
undergrad) become
Nanny for our children.
Light housework. Food,
housing and car included. This position also
includes compensation.
Amount depending on
extent of time available.

1 bedroom foggy bottom available june 1 for
one year rent @ $2,050
per month
walk in kitchen hardwoodfloors pool contact chris 2404609040
cmjk@verizon.net

Free Advertising for
Students at
GWMarketplace.com

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Iditarod vehicle
5 Money for the
poor
9 In a stupor
14 Skunk ___ Le
Pew
15 Jacob’s wife
16 President sworn
in on Lincoln’s
Bible
17 They can be
stroked or
bruised
18 “Othello”
character who
says “Who
steals my purse
steals trash”
19 Bearer of gold,
frankincense or
66-Across
20 Speaking with
lofty language
23 Cunning
24 “Do ___ others
…”
25 Riddle
29 Ginger ___
(Canada Dry
product)
30 Droop

31 ___ Luthor of
“Superman”
32 Withholding
nothing
37 Jazz’s Fitzgerald
38 October 31
shout
39 Luau garlands
40 What a fresh ad
campaign helps
combat
45 History segment
46 Auditor’s org.
47 Like carrots that
crunch
48 Calm
50 Campbell’s
product
52 Damage
55 Holder of the
first-in-the-nation
presidential
primary
58 “Dancing With
the Stars” airer
61 Help in crime
62 Tolkien creatures
63 One getting oneon-one
instruction
64 Egg on

65 Sainted fifthcentury pope
66 Gift brought to
Bethlehem
67 Pb, in chemistry
68 Its cycle is
indicated by the
starts of 20-, 32, 40- and 55Across

Down
Shoots, as lava
Permissible
Strong bond
Arnaz of “I Love
Lucy”
5 Like celestial
bodies exhibiting
syzygy
6 Pounced (on)
7 Nearsighted Mr.
of cartoons
8 What a cobbler
works on
9 Santo ___,
Caribbean
capital
10 Beaded counters
11 Zig’s partner
12 Cousin of an
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ostrich
CP OA RG K E G CO H L I E LM I E AL PA RL S 13 Prosecutors,
OE RR AR N S A L S OO MN AE N N EO RM I E E
briefly
ME AR NA OS L O L PO P Y OD S I T TW I I OG N 21 ___ and void
AL L I I C T E T N L S E EM A SD EN NE NS ES T T 22 Blue-winged
E V E T N I N E E R S S S L CE HN A S E R
duck
PD OE RA ED S TE RA Y 26 3-Down and
AR DA D F S T T E O R
N OL RU I I N T PH EE T S EP RR I I N G
others
T W AL S A S T H L A EM T T EE RX SO N
27 Earn
RE ER GE
I S W H L OA L R E E S DO OM E
28 x and y, on a
CT EO L P A D N O U N D E A BL EA ER PM ES R
graph
S P A KD I E A S T RU EC LK ES G A T E 29 Jai ___
H EE VR E E N S F T O OR T SH EE CK U I RN EG D
30 Sean Connery,
A I VN I A S C T E I M VO AT T E E O LD AO VR A
nationally
MR EE ND UO R N I AV ME E T D U AL TN EA N 2
speaking
PT RR E E P Y S G T L E OR SE S T RE EE NM T 2 32 Airborne signal
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66
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68
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28

Puzzle by Dustin Foley

33 Like a bone from
the elbow to the
wrist
34 Bird seen in
hieroglyphics
35 Bush 43, to
Bush 41
36 Large amount
37 Rams’ mates
41 Ancient Assyrian
capital
42 Sprouted

Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.

44

57

59

27

Free Classifieds!

39

56

58

13

36

42

49
55

12

31

38

40

11

26

30

33

48

10

43 Blew, as a
volcano
44 Notorious B.I.G.
releases
49 Key in
50 Buffalo hockey
player
51 “Phi, chi, psi”
follower
52 Actor Sal of
“Exodus”

53 “Star Wars”
droid
54 Plant exudation
56 Lug
57 Captain’s place
58 Dispenser of 20s
59 Totally accept,
as an idea
60 Midpoint: Abbr.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?
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Trachtenberg portrait unveiled
Admins, students
tell stories at
ceremony
by Geoffrey Middleberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
A portrait of University President
Emeritus Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
was unveiled Wednesday afternoon
at a ceremony honoring his service to
the University and his larger than life
personality.
Administrators, students and
current University President Steven
Knapp attended the event held in
the School of Media and Public Affairs to commend Trachtenberg on
his 19 years as university president
and to tell their favorite Trachtenberg tales.
Trachtenberg’s portrait was painted by well-known artist Everett Raymond Kinstler, who has painted six
U.S. presidents – including Ronald
Reagan and Gerald Ford – and famous personalities like Tony Bennett

and Katharine Hepburn.
Kinstler said he was taken aback
when he saw how many students
knew and cared about Trachtenberg.
“One of my first impressions of
President Trachtenberg when we
walked around campus is how many
people came up to the president and
shook his hand,” Kinstler said. “He is
a great connector and I tried to incorporate this into my work.”
Kinstler joked, “The only thing I
could not get into the portrait was a
hippopotamus.”
At the portrait unveiling, Robert
Chernak, senior vice president for
Student and Academic Support Services called Trachtenberg “one of a
kind.”
“I have known him for 35 years.
We have been colleagues at three institutions and I am amazed at the ease
with which he interacts with people,”
Chernak said.
University Provost and Vice President for Health Affairs, John “Skip”
Williams, said he enjoyed his time
working with the former president.
“President Trachtenberg was a visionary, a people person, extremely
loyal and he does what he says he

is going to do,” Williams said. “My
fondest memory of President Trachtenberg is when he tells the crew
story at [Colonial Inauguration], he is
so entertaining and funny.”
Former Student Association Executive Vice President Kyle Boyer recalled memories of Trachtenberg during his CI three years ago.
“He has great enthusiasm and
good business sense,” said Boyer, a
junior. “My fondest memory of President Trachtenberg is his stories from
CI including the hippo and the crew
team story.”
Al May, a professor in SMPA, said
whenever he thinks of Trachtenberg,
he is reminded of the hippo mascot.
“The first thing that comes to
mind when I think of President Trachtenberg is the hippo,” May said.
“Also, he will be remembered for
how he moved GW up a notch as a
University, although he did break
some china along the way.”
Trachtenberg himself spoke at the
event and said he was honored to
have a portrait of himself at GW.
“It has been a remarkable 10 days
for me and Francine,” Trachtenberg
said. “Ten days ago we had our first

Marie McGrory/Hatchet photographer

President Emeritus Stephen Joel Trachtenberg looks on as his portrait is
unveiled Wednesday afternoon in the Brady Art Gallery in the School of
Media and Public Affairs.
grandchild, Akiva, two days ago we
all cried at his bris and today this
portrait is unveiled.”
He, too, joked during his speech,
saying he hopes a plaque will be
placed by the portrait so no one forgets who he is in the future.

“Some day people will go by this
portrait and ask, ‘Who is that?’ ” Trachtenberg said. “And so there ought
to be a plaque explaining who I was
so that my portrait does not become
like Funger Hall where people ask all
the time, ‘Who are the Fungers?’ ” 
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University selects nine new PAFs

Verizon Center may be
unavailable as backup site Graduates to
by Lauren French
Hatchet Staff Writer

One of Washington’s professional sports teams is throwing a wrench into the University’s Commencement plans.
With Commencement just
one week away, the University
could have to hold Commencement in the Smith Center because the Verizon Center, the
backup site in recent years,
might be unavailable due to the
Washington Capitals’ playoff
schedule. The Smith Center,
which only holds 5,000 people,
would be used in the event of a
thunderstorm, but the ceremony would still be held outdoors
in less inclement weather.
University spokeswoman
Tracy Schario said GW will
have “to wait until round
three” of the National Hockey
League’s playoffs before announcing finalized plans. If the
Capitals don’t make it to the
third round, the Verizon Center
would be available.
“In the event the Verizon
Center is not available as a result of playoff games, GW’s
Charles E. Smith Center will
serve as the backup site for the
Sunday ceremony,” Schario
said.
Using the Smith Center
would mean that only graduates and the commencement
platform party – the administrators, faculty and speakers
who sit on the platform during
the ceremony – would be in the
building. All family and friends
would watch the ceremony

QUICKTAKES:

The University hopes to
have Commencement on
the National Mall.
In case there is severe
weather, like thunder and
lightning, the University
hopes to move the ceremony to the Verizon Center.
If the Washington Capitals
continue their stint in the
NHL playoffs, the Verizon
Center will not be available.
In case the Verizon Center
is booked, Commencement
will be held on campus in
the Smith Center.
from “multiple video viewing
sites,” according to Commencement plans.
The Smith Center is currently undergoing extensive
renovations, but Schario said
the space would be fully operational by May 15 because five
schools are holding their individual celebrations in the Smith
Center.
“We are going to take precautions to make sure the Smith
Center is available,” Schario
said. “We are having a plumber
and electrician on call and will
make sure that any debris are
cleaned up.” 

work for GW
departments
by Husna Kazmir
Hatchet Staff Writer
Nine graduating seniors
have been selected as the
newest batch of Presidential
Administrative
Fellows
–
high-achieving students who
receive free graduate school
tuition from GW in exchange
for working for the University.

Next year ’s PAFs are Daniel Bernstein, Sandra Perez,
Christopher Diaz, Collin Stevenson, Brittany Plavchak,
Anna Phillips, Selam Bedada,
Corey Barenbrugge and Natalie Kaplan. The program,
which was founded by former
University President Steven
Joel Trachtenberg, is currently
in its 20th year.
Peter Konwerski, associate
vice president for Student and
Academic Support Services,
directs the PAF program and
said it is crucial to producing
GW’s future leaders.
“As a result of the PAF program, we have been able to

cultivate the next generation of
GW leaders who will shape the
future of the University,” Konwerski said in an e-mail, noting
that past PAFs have continued
working for the University and
gone on to become members of
the GW Board of Trustees.
“We are also proud to have
a number of current Fellows
serving on the GW staff, including Joe Bondi [in the Graduate
School of Political Management], Senior Associate Vice
President Alicia O’Neil, Steve
Keating in the Chief Investment Office, and Steve Roche
here in Student and Academic
Support Services,” Konwerski

said.
Natalie Kaplan, a human
services major, said she heard
about the program during her
freshman year through her involvement with various student organizations.
“It is one of those programs
that carries an incredible reputation with it – and people
hold it with high regard,” Kaplan said in an e-mail. “I heard
many of the upperclassmen
student leaders I knew talking
about PAF as one of their options for after graduation.”
Kaplan said she will work
See PAF, p. B3

SAC expands Grad Week activities
Atlantic City trip
is popular choice
for new grads
Amy D’Onofrio
Hatchet Staff Writer
Coordinators of Grad Week, a
list of activities for seniors in their
last week of college, have increased
advertising and added new events
in an effort to attract more participants.
The week consists of a variety
of events, ranging from bar nights
at McFadden’s Saloon and an Atlantic City trip to a commemorative
class photograph taken in front of
the Lincoln Memorial. The week is
one of the many initiatives being

pushed by the University to ease
students into alumni status.
Mayra Espinoza, student involvement coordinator for the
Student Activities Center, said her
office tried to promote the events
earlier this year to increase awareness and a high turnout of seniors
is expected.
Three new events, including
a double-decker bus monument
tour that took place on Saturday,
the commemorative photo and a
student leaders reception, are all
intended to rally seniors together
in their final week as undergraduates, Espinoza said.
Espinoza added she expects
interest to increase as finals end
for the senior class and said
that her office has sold more
than half of the available tickets
for a day-trip to Atlantic City,
a popular beach and gambling

resort area in New Jersey.
“We’re at 100 tickets sold … we
have 65 tickets left. We’re expecting
to sell out soon,” Espinoza said.
The day trip to Atlantic City
has been a Grad Week event since
2004, Espinoza said. Costs for
travel, food and coin vouchers
are included in the $25 ticket. The
group will leave GW at 12:15 p.m.
and return around 3 a.m. the next
morning.
Dean Harwood, the director of
Greek Life and assistant director of
the SAC, will be a bus captain on
the trip.
“I’ve gone in the past – it’s a
good trip,” Harwood said. This
will be his fourth time as a chaperone on the trip and he said he’s
gone every year since he’s been
working at GW.
Senior Tom Berube said he has
already bought his ticket.

“It’s a good deal. I’ve got nothing else to do next week and I’ve
never been to Atlantic City before.”
But Berube said he will
pick and choose the other Grad
Week events he attends. He said
he doesn’t think he’ll make it
to the Hall on Virginia Avenue
installment of the sentimental
“Back to” event, which allows
seniors to revisit their freshman dorms, but is considering
some of the bar events like McFadden’s Night.
Other events include a barbecue, where Grad Week T-shirts
will be distributed, a multicultural alumni induction ceremony,
and celebrations at bars like Sky
Lounge and Nick’s Riverside Grill.
The week will culminate in the annual Monumental Celebration at
Union Station on May 16, the night
before Commencement. 
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To Do in the District

Despite the stress of finals, job searches and apartment hunts, GW students will still need to find
a way to entertain their families between Commencement ceremonies and graduation parties. If
the monument tour seems like a tired option, there’s hope – try these ideas to help visiting friends
and relatives enjoy the nation’s capital.

PLACES TO GO

National Asian Heritage Festival - Fiesta Asia 2009

Nationals Park
Enjoy a baseball game, or two,
over the weekend. The Nationals are
hosting a doubleheader against the
Philadelphia Phillies on Saturday,
and fans who go to the 7 p.m. game
will receive a commemorative button
in honor of Jackie Robinson Day.
May 16: 1:05, 7:05 p.m.
Tickets: start at $10
nationals.mlb.com
Metro: Green Line to Navy Yard

Mount Vernon’s Wine
Festival and Sunset Tours
The festival is an elegant way to
end a day spent touring D.C. Listen to
live jazz, drink some wine and take a
tour of George Washington’s historic
home. Be sure to buy tickets early for
this event, as it often sells out fast.
May 15-17: 6–9 p.m.
George Washington’s Mount Vernon Estate and Gardens
Tickets: $30
www.mountvernon.org
Metro: Yellow Line to Huntington, Fairfax Connector bus to Mount Vernon.

This

This annual street fair features
martial arts performances, art exhibitions, live music and lots of panAsian cuisine. Admission is free, so
this is a good place to go after, say, a
fancy graduation lunch at Smith and
Wollensky’s.
May 16: 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Pennsylvania Ave. NW between 3rd
& 6th streets
Free
www.asiaheritagefoundation.org
Metro: Blue Line to Federal Center or
Red Line to Judiciary Square

Mary Lou Williams Women in
Jazz Festival
A night at this festival would be
a great, albeit belated, Mother’s Day
present. Enjoy performances by Esperanza Spalding, Janis Siegel and
other jazz artists, and take a walk
along the waterfront after the show.
There are some free events each
night, such as a performance by the
Mimi Jones Band on Thursday and
the Women in Jazz competition on
Friday.

May 14-16: 7 p.m.
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Tickets: $38
www.kennedycenter.com
Metro: Blue/Orange lines to Foggy
Bottom, Kennedy Center Shuttle

Smithsonian National
Zoological Park
While the zoo may be a perennial
favorite for families visiting the city,
make sure to pay a visit this week:
Happy the hippo, a longtime resident
of the zoo, will be moving to Milwaukee County Zoo at the end of the
summer. The zoo is also near Adams
Morgan, one of D.C.’s many colorful
neighborhoods and a nice place to
spend a few hours.
3001 Connecticut Ave.
Free
http://nationalzoo.si.edu
Metro: Red Line to Woodley Park/
Adams Morgan

GI Film Festival
In honor of armed forces week,
the Carnegie Institute is showing a
series of war movies and documenta-

ries. Highlights include a screening of
“Valkyrie” and the premiere of “Perfect Valor,” a documentary about the
war in Iraq.

PLACES TO EAT
Ben’s Chili Bowl

Ben’s Chili Bowl has
been a D.C. culinary landMay 13-17
mark since the 1950s. The
Carnegie Institute of Washington
menu features tasty va1530 P St. NW
rieties of all things chili:
Tickets: $10
chili dogs, chili con carne
gifilmfestival.com
and chili burgers, to name
Metro: Red Line to Dupont Circle
a few items. They even
have vegetarian options.
National Museum of Crime and Ben’s is open until 4 a.m.
Punishment
on the weekends, so you
Where else in D.C. could you can grab a snack after
legally crack a safe and try to hack a late-night graduation
into a computer? This museum has a bash.
replica police station, a crime lab and
doubles as the set of America’s Most 1213 U St. NW
Wanted. Current exhibits include a benschilibowl.com
Green/Yellow
vast collection of medieval torture Metro:
devices and a display on America’s lines to U street/Cardozo
dumbest criminals.
575 7th St. NW between E and
F streets
Tickets: start at $14.95
crimemuseum.org
Metro: Red/Yellow/Green lines to
Gallery Place/Chinatown

Tryst Coffeehouse

Tryst is the ideal place
for people who are craving caffeine but are tired
of Starbucks. Located in
the heart of Adams Morgan, Tryst has the usual
coffee drinks, plus home–Compiled by Caroline Coppel made sandwiches, salads

and desserts. The comfy
chairs and quirky atmosphere make it a good
place to spend an afternoon catching up with
friends or relatives.
2459 18th St. NW
Metro: Red Line to Woodley Park/Adams Morgan

Kinkead’s
Enjoy one last meal
courtesy of Mom and Dad
before striking out on your
own. With seafood dishes
like tempura soft-shell
crabs and pan-seared sea
scallops, Kinkead’s won’t
disappoint. It’s on campus
too, making it a nice spot
for a post-Commencement
dinner.
2000 Pennsylvania Ave.
NW
kinkead.com
Metro: Blue/Orange lines
to Foggy Bottom
–Compiled by Caroline
Coppel
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Capture your memories.
(Without lifting a finger.)
buy your graduation photos online a
hatchetphotos.com
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PAF
from p. B1
towards a master's in public
administration.
“Public administration is
a continuation of the work I
have done in the nonprofit sector, gaining more hard and soft
skills with public service and
[nongovernmental organization] management,” she said.
“I think PAF will be great for
understanding higher education administration, which is
another interest of mine for the
future.”
Another new fellow, Daniel Bernstein, said he intends
to use the program to receive
a master ’s degree in business
administration with a concentration in strategic management and public policy.
“I always wanted to get my
JD/MBA and the PAF program
will help me attain part of my
long-term goal and also allow

The GW Hatchet
me to gain more relevant work
experience to my resume and
build my network,” Bernstein
said in an e-mail.
Selam Bedada, a native of
Ethiopia, heard about the program through current PAFs
and said she wants to use the
program to continue her international health policy studies.
Bedada said she hopes someday to return to her home
country and work for an organization that advocates for
greater public health care.
“As an international student fellow from a country
that is underrepresented at institutions of higher education,
I want to contribute to the advancement of our University
by promoting the importance
of cultural and intellectual diversity,” Bedada said in an email.
The PAF application process began in the fall with information sessions followed by
an application due in November. Then, selected applicants

were interviewed in December
before the 23 finalists were invited to second-round interviews in January and February. The PAF Recommendation
Committee, a team of GW faculty, staff, administrators and
former PAFs, then reviewed
each candidate before senior
management ultimately chose
who became a fellow.
Kaplan said the program is
important because the fellows
can take active roles in the
University and help improve
all aspects of University life.
“It gives recent graduates
the power to effect positive
change in their alma mater,”
she said. “I can think of no
more empowering an experience for a student to be able to
say: this was my experience,
this is what I would like to see
change for the better, and be
given two years straight out
of undergrad to work towards
those goals – and many other
projects – with the administration.” 
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ongratulations

Our four outstanding business staffers, for their
years of dedication, professionalism and service to
GW’s independent student newspaper
Molly Fried
v

Miss something?
Read it online...

gwhatchet.com

Anna Flatow
v
Jess Gianonne
v
Danielle Montag
These individuals have made
lasting contributions to 2140 G
Street – and their presence will be
missed. Thank you for all your
hard work and Hatchet spirit
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by Miranda Green, Max McGowen
and Matthew Rist

The Hatchet spoke to an
array of departments to
uncover 10 of this year’s
most intriguing seniors.
photos by Anne Wernikoff, Nick Gingold, Jennifer Tchinnosian, Simone Freeman and Aude White

Aimingg for the
broadcast booth

Laura Henry

Combiningg theater
and academics
Many GW students
would say that they are
most comfortable walking the halls of Congress
or taking time to intern on
a political campaign. But
for Laura Henry, the place
where she excels the most
is the theater.
A senior graduating
with a double major in dramatic literature and English, Henry differs from
most of her class in this
respect – she aims to pursue her future as a dramaturge.
Describing what a dramaturge does on a daily basis is not an easy task since,
according to Henry, “it varies from person to person.”

“It's true that the
arts get less attention here, but GW is
good for getting a
wide-ranging education, and the regional theater scene
in D.C is great.”
LAURA HENRY
SENIOR

But what unites them all is
a concentration on the research that underlies many
theater productions.
“It’s more like the academic side of theater,”
Henry said, adding that
some typical responsibilities include ensuring the
artistic integrity of plays by
verifying that their content
is historically accurate.
In addition, she said,
they often participate in
education outreach programs and “talkbacks”
where they engage with
the audience to gauge its
opinion of a play.
Before coming to col-

lege, Henry knew she
wanted to do something
related to English. After a
semester abroad in Rome
and another in London –
where she took a full set of
literature courses including
one at Shakespeare’s Globe
– she solidified her desire
to work as a dramaturge.
While abroad, she also
worked for the Olney Theater Company, writing
study guides for its education department. The company is based in the Maryland suburbs.
Contrary to what some
may expect, Henry says
GW was an optimal place
for her to pursue dramaturgy. In spite of some criticism that the arts at GW
are underrepresented, she
reports having an overall
positive experience of her
time in D.C..
“It’s true that the arts
get less attention here, but
GW is good for getting a
wide-ranging
education,
and the regional theater
scene in D.C. is great,” said
Henry, who had a GPA in
the top two percent of her
class.
This summer she plans
to enter a graduate program at Harvard University’s Institute for Advanced
Theater Training, where
she will be part of a fourperson class that will take
her to Moscow for three
months.
After that, she says she
would most like to work
in a theater setting doing,
dramaturgical
research
or theater administration.
And this is not the only
possibility – she says she
could also see herself as a
theater critic, though she
noted that the number of
people in that area is dwindling.
For now, she is looking
ahead to graduate school
and the opportunity to
study in thousands of miles
away with a great deal of
anticipation.
“I’m going to try and
see as much theater as possible,” said Henry. 

In front of the camera is
where Molly Wade is in her
element. Calling the last shots
of a heated game or reporting
on a team’s prospects for the
season ahead spells happiness
for this senior, who hopes to
become a sports reporter.
She came to GW with
the hope of going into musical theater, but then realized
that she could combine her
desire to act with her wish to
do something more down-toearth.
Broadcast journalism was
the perfect fit, she says.
“It’s an interesting combination of performance – you
do have to perform – and
something more intellectual,”
she said.
As time went on, she became drawn to the idea of
being a sports reporter. A big
influence, she says, was her internship with the Mid-Atlantic
Sports Network.
“Working [my] first live
broadcast game with MASN
was really thrilling,” said
Wade.
What also played a large
part was her involvement with
sports at GW. In between taking classes she found time to

Molly Wade

manage the women’s basketball team, attending games,
practices, and traveling with
the team.
Another thing that stimulated her interest in writing,
she said, was her work with
Prime Movers, which is a partnership between GW, local
media companies, and D.C.
public schools. The organization gave her the opportunity
to visit a local high school and
act as a mentor to aspiring
journalism students.
She has given back to the
community in other ways too,
having also done an internship
with the Trust for the National
Mall. Trust is a nonprofit partnership operated by the U.S.
National Park Service.
Wade, who is also a psychology minor, says after
graduation she plans to juggle
working both for the park service as well as the Mid-Atlantic Sports Network.
She said, “I’m really excited and a little nervous just
because I don’t really have
anything set in stone but I’m
excited to be done with school
and to be moving on and I’m
hopeful that everything will
work out.” 

Wo rki n g w ith jo u rn a l ists, wo rldwide

Sarah Fitzpatrick
Growing up at international boarding schools in both Switzerland and
England, Sarah Fitzpatrick was no
stranger to foreign service. Many of
her classmates’ parents were diplomats, so when it was time to go to college, she choose the Elliott School of
International Affairs, hoping to one
day become a diplomat herself.

But when she first got to GW and
took an international affairs course, she
quickly realized she would rather have
a job that dealt directly with people.
“I didn’t want to spend my life
talking about nuclear war,” she said.
“Lots of politics is based on how people perceive each other, which is more
important to me.”

For her major, she chose a concentration in contemporary cultures and
society – an anthropological focus – because she enjoys studying how people
interact, she said.
During her sophomore year, Fitzpatrick took an internship with Reporters without Borders and began
to develop her first insight into press
freedom, working many times with
journalists who were already in or
about to be in foreign prisons.
Fitzpatrick’s work with journalists
did not end her in sophomore year.
During her junior year, she interned
at CBS in the Washington Bureau and
was sent undercover to report on stories like a televangelist healing event
in Virginia. In her senior year, she continued to work at CBS, becoming involved in this fall’s election coverage
and was lead news anchor Katie Couric’s production assistant during this
year ’s inauguration coverage.
In her second semester of junior
year, Fitzpatrick took her interest in
foreign cultures to a new level.
“I took an Asian anthropology
course about their culture and one
morning I just woke up and said ‘Okay,
I’m going to live in China,’” she said.
After graduation Fitzpatrick will
find herself at Columbia University’s
school of journalism. Though she
didn’t start out with an interest in journalism, Fitzpatrick said she feels very
prepared.
“There is a huge asset to being an
Elliott student and not just a journalism major. I can hit the ground running and understand the international
issues and players involved.” 
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Philippe Chow

Engineering a passion
for music
Mechanical engineering
might not be the most colorful major at GW. But leading your own eight-person
band on the side might spice
things up a bit.
Just ask Philippe Chow,
who became a mechanical
engineering major after trying out two previous majors
and another university before settling on his choice at
GW. He’s worked at the Naval Research Laboratory and
was awarded an undergraduate research fellowship, but
he complements his strong
experience in science with a
passion for music.
Chow, who can play
trumpet, piano and “a bit of
bass,” has used his talents
with the GW Jazz Department, GW Latin Band and
GW Concert Band during his
four years. His love for playing instruments even led
him to develop his own six-

to eight-person band called
“Hello Society.” Chow describes the music as having
“the jazz mentality because
there is improvised music
in the background … but it
takes influences from all over
the ranges of music.”
This
summer
Chow
hopes to juggle his work at
the Naval Research Laboratory with a tour he and his
bandmates are putting on
from Chicago to Charlottesville, Va., which will mark
both the band’s reunion and
farewell.
Next year Chow will
continue to pursue his interests in engineering, but
this time in another field.
Having been accepted to
the University of Albany’s
College of Nanoscale and
Research Engineering, he
hopes he will be exposed to
research he can be passionate about.

“This past year I’ve
been kind of frustrated with learning
how to tighten bolts,
which is fine – it
needs to be done –
but it’s frustrating.”
PHILLIPE CHOW
SENIOR

“This past year I’ve been
kind of frustrated with learning how to tighten bolts,
which is fine – it needs to be
done – but it’s frustrating.”
Though he is not sure
what he wants to do with engineering when he finishes
school, he says that “As long
as I can do all of that and still
play music, I’ll be happy.” 
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Seating Chart

Alternate site information
Commencement will be held
on the National Mall rain or
shine. However, if the weather
becomes inclement – if it begins
to thunder and lightning – the
ceremony will be moved indoors.
The University hopes to use
the Verizon Center as the alternate site location, however because the Washington Capitals
hockey team is in the playoffs,
the Verizon Center may not be
available. In the event that both
the National Mall and the Verizon Center are unusable, the
University said they will use the
Smith Center as the Commencement location.
Because the Smith Center
cannot accommodate all guests,
the University said they “will
do everything possible to schedule the ceremony at a time convenient for graduates and their
families.” The University said it
is possible that the alternate site
ceremony could take place on
the evening of May 17, rather
than the morning. While it is
unlikely that this may happen,

the University recommends that
guests make their travel arrangements to accommodate this circumstance.
In the event that it is necessary to cancel or leave the National Mall ceremony due to
life-threatening or emergency
circumstances, attendees of
Commencement should review
the following information:

If the alternate site is
the Verizon Center:

The Verizon Center is located
at 601 F St., NW (on the Red, Yellow and Green lines at the Gallery Place-Chinatown station). It
is home to the Washington Wizards, Mystics and Capitals, and
is an air-conditioned space large
enough to accommodate ticketed
guests.
All graduates, guests, faculty,
staff and platform party participants should proceed to the Verizon Center as discussed.
Be aware that only yellow
tickets will be honored at the
Verizon Center, gray tickets will
not.

source: University Events

DC Map

Transportation

FRIDAY, MAY 15, 2009

Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps
Commissioning Ceremony
8 a.m., The United States Marine Corps War
Memorial (Iwo Jima)

Elliott School of International Affairs
Celebration
11 a.m., Smith Center, tickets required

GW Legacy Family Reception
1 p.m., Alumni House

Doctoral Hooding Ceremony
1:30 p.m., Lisner Auditorium, tickets required

University Interfaith
Baccalaureate Service
3 p.m., Western Presbyterian Church, 2401 Virginia Ave. NW, reservations recommended

School of Business
Undergraduate Celebration
4 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required

School of Business Graduate and
Doctoral Celebration

Metro service

The Metro system opens at 7 a.m. on
Sundays. To get to the Commencement ceremony, guests may take the
Metro to the Smithsonian or L'Enfant
Plaza station (near the Smithsonian
Castle) on the Blue and Orange lines
and walk toward the Capitol for seating. Guests may take the Metro to the
GWU/Foggy Bottom Metro station,
located at 23rd and Eye streets, and
walk one block to where shuttle buses
will be located.

7:30 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required

SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2009
Graduate School of Education and Human Development Celebration
8 a.m., Smith Center, tickets required

Shuttle bus ervice

Shuttle bus service will be available
on Eye Street between 21st and 23rd
streets. Shuttle buses are for all graduates and guests and will operate continuously from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
buses will depart from the National
Mall at designated locations. Guests
are advised to board buses no later
than 8:15 a.m. if they plan to walk in
or watch the academic procession.

Phi Beta Kappa Installation
9 a.m., Lisner Auditorium, by invitation

Columbian College of Arts and Sciences Celebration No. 1 (separated by
major)
12 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required

Taxis

A taxi from the GWU/Foggy Bottom
Metro station will cost between $9 to
$15 depending on the number of people and the amount of traffic.

School of Public Health and Health
Services Celebration
12 p.m., Lisner Auditorium, tickets required

source: University Events

Campus Map

Columbian College of Arts and Sciences Celebration No. 2 (separated by
major)
3:30 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required

School of Medicine and Health Sciences
– Health Sciences Celebration

source: University Events

Disability
services
information
For guests attending
University
Commencement, wheelchair accessible buses will be available
to and from the National
Mall from 7:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. The University
parking garages are also
wheelchair
accessible.
Shuttle buses with wheelchair lifts will pick up
passengers at Rice Hall located at 2121 Eye St. NW
and bring guests as close
as possible to the National
Mall seating.
The section of seating
closest to this drop of location is reserved for those
guests with severe mobility problems or those
in wheelchairs. Only one
guest from the individual’s party may join him or
her in this section. Ushers
will be available to assist
with seating. Wheelchair
accessible restrooms are
also available on the National Mall.

4 p.m., Lisner Auditorium, tickets required

College of Professional Studies
Celebration
7:30 p.m., Lisner Auditorium, tickets required

School of Engineering and
Applied Science Celebration
7:30 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required

Monumental Celebration at Union
Station
8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., 50 Massachusetts Ave. NE

SUNDAY, MAY 17, 2009
Processions step off at the
National Mall
9:30 a.m., National Mall

University Commencement
10 a.m., National Mall, 4th and 7th streets

School of Medicine and Health
Sciences – Medicine Celebration
2:30 p.m., Lisner Auditorium, tickets required

Law School Celebration
2:30 p.m., Smith Center, tickets required
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Not y
your average
sex study
Mark Smith has spent his time at
GW trying to unravel a concept that
many others have never even considered: human asexuality.
The lack of sexual attraction in
humans, says Smith, is a subject that
has been explored from a psychological perspective. But what he believes
distinguishes his study is that it is the
first to examine the issue from an anthropological angle.
To start, he has distributed a survey to members of asexuality.org,
an online forum that brings together
18,000 people who experience no sexual attraction. And this June, Smith
will travel to San Francisco to march
with the asexual contingent in the annual LBGT pride parade.
His goal is “to collect and analyze discovery narratives” – in other
words, he will try to understand how
it is that asexuals discover that part
about themselves.
But besides the intriguing research, there is a lot more to Smith’s
collegiate career. Recently, he started
volunteering at the Suicide Prevention
Action Network. He says what motivated him to do this was his interest
in advocating reform of the U.S. health
care system.
“In a way, it’s like becoming a lobbyist,” he said.

Selam Bedada

Smith, who is graduating a year early, said that he
would like to spend a lot of
time overseas. And as someone who has studied Spanish, French, Arabic, Japanese
and Farsi, he would be well
equipped to do it. Specifically, he said he would like
to work in East or Southeast
Asia.
“I think Japan is fascinating,” he said, expressing
possible interest in living
there in the near future.
If not, he says he is looking into graduate school,
specifically a master ’s program in humanities and social thought at New York
University. Whether he will
attend immediately out of
college or after a year of
working in his field, he says,
is yet to be determined.
Either way, Smith has accumulated a diverse foundation of experiences. In D.C. he has volunteered with For Love of Children, a
nonprofit organization that works to
alleviate the problem of child abuse
and neglect.
For now he is concentrated on getting his research proposal approved by

Bringing healthcare
back home

Mark Smith
GW’s Institutional Review Board. He is
optimistic about his prospectus and eager to continue his study. Asexuality, he
said, is an especially thorny subject considering that it is so seldom discussed.
“How do you know something
about yourself if you’ve never heard
of it?” Smith said. 

Building with a touch of green
Christine Beyzaei says she’s
always liked doing things with
her hands – which is why she
spent her four years at GW as
a civil engineering major at the
School of Engineering and Applied Science.
Beyzaei said she found her
calling when she chose to focus
her engineering studies on the
environment. She got a chance
to follow those interests outside
the classroom, interning at the
Environmental Quality Division of the Naval Surface Warfare Center last summer.
The experience was important because it helped Beyzaei
continue what she was doing
at school in an outside project.
During her internship, she did
research onboard navy ships
like aircraft carriers, aiming to
create a newer, smaller wastewater treatment system so the
boats could save more space for

Christine Beyzaei
other things.
At GW, she got involved
with the American Society of
Civil Engineers and worked on
an annual competition where
students from different schools
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in the region build steel bridges
by themselves using machine
shops and lasers to cut their materials.
Though Beyzaei calls the
process daunting, she says it’s

also rewarding. “It’s surprising,
the stuff you learn in class that
you can use to make a structure
by yourself – it helps to build
confidence as an engineer.”
Beyzaei will be joining
the University of California at
Berkeley to pursue her master’s
degree in geoenvironmental engineering. She has also been accepted into the school’s doctorate program. Though Berkeley
is far away from her D.C.-area
hometown, Beyzaei said she is
ready for a change.
“I just want to get out and
move forward,” she said.
Down the road, Beyzaei
hopes to transition from the
technical side of engineering to
the promotional side.
“I think after I gain enough
experience I’d like to help people understand engineering
more and how investing money
will help society.” 

From day one, Selamawit
Bedada knew what she wanted to do with her life.
Growing up in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Bedada saw firsthand the problems of an inefficient and unequal healthcare
system for the impoverished.
And she wanted to be the one
to change it.
When Bedada came to the
United States for college, she
enrolled in the Elliott School of
International Affairs, looking to
receive a degree with concentrations in international economics
and development studies. In
doing so, she kept her childhood memories with her and
developed the mindset that one
day she would use the skills she
learned to help restructure her
hometown’s healthcare.
“My brother and I spent
a lot of time in hospitals,” Bedada said, “We saw all the sick
people and how the system
works and how the health system has to be strengthened to
give everyone equal access to
health care.”
Bedada’s first jobs while at
GW really helped embed her
into the University’s community. She was a house proctor
during both her junior and senior years, a CI Staffer before
the summer of her senior year
and has worked at the University Police Department as
a student supervisor for three
years. Bedada was also the
social chair of the Muslim Students Association during her
sophomore year and founded
a United Nations Children’s
Fund group on campus after
learning that GW was the only

“We saw all the
sick people and
how the system
works and how the
health system has
to be strengthened
to give everyone
equal access to
health care.”
SELAM BEDADA
SENIOR

D.C. university to not have
one.
During her senior year, Bedada took her interest in UNICEF farther, working there as
an outreach intern under the
Office of Public Policy and Advocacy. For her job, Bedada interacted with many local high
school students and conducted
presentations that taught them
of social problems facing children around the world.
When she graduates this
fall, Bedada will remain at GW
as a Presidential Administrative Fellow to get her master’s
degree in public health. She
also hopes to one day get a
doctorate degree in the same
field and has decided to stay at
GW because of the close proximity to international organizations like the World Health
Organization – an organization she hopes to work with in
the future. 
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Building business across the pond
While many seniors scramble to make future plans, international student Emil Nedev
has things a bit more under
control. Nedev has run his own
international business since his
sophomore year and plans to
enter the business world with
first-hand experience.
Nedev, who will graduate
in the top five percent of the
School of Business, co-founded the 3E International Group,
a real estate management conglomerate based in Austria
that employs almost 30 workers in countries across Eastern
Europe.
“We formed the company
for real estate development,”
Nedev said. “We’re the middle
man, so we bring interested
purchasers and sellers together.”
Nedev’s company meets
personally with potential buyers of commercial and residential spaces and finds the right
match for their needs. The organization then negotiates the
deal and in some cases provides post-closing services like
tenant management.
“We take the client all the
way, meet with them and ask

about their needs,” Nedev
said.
Applying some of the same
ideas and concepts he learned
in his business courses at GW,
Nedev founded the company
to fill a niche in the developing

“We formed the
company for real
estate development.
We’re the middle
man, so we bring
interested purchasers and sellers
together.”
EMIL NEDEV
SENIOR

real estate market in Eastern
Europe.
“The market in Eastern
Europe has only opened up in
the last 20 years,” Nedev said,
“Our competitive advantage is
that they are just not used to

it. A company that goes all the
way from proposals to tenant
management is just not available there, that’s what this is
for.”
Nedev spent his summers
in Eastern Europe working
with clients mainly in Bulgaria
but also in Romania, Serbia
and Kosovo. During the school
year, he telecommunicated
via phone and e-mail with his
business partner and clients.
In his time at GW, Nedev
also found time to participate
in the Financial Business Club,
the Entrepreneurs Club and a
Help Darfur Initiative. He is
also a member of the GW Honors Program, the Golden Key
Honor Society and the National Scholars Honor Society.
Nedev looks back on his
social experience at GW fondly, remembering living in a
freshman dorm his first year as
a transfer student.
“My first impression of
GW was a lot of fun,” Nedev
said. “The first two weeks
were an ongoing party, people
were fun.”
He will also remember
the classroom training that
sparked some of his business
ideas.

Emil Nedev
“What I will remember
most is that some of my professors were really concerned
about their students,“ Nedev
said, “They are committed to
their students.”
Nedev has been offered a

From music to math

Elizabeth Hai

Elizabeth Hai spent her years at GW pursuing a major in music. Now, she’s
going to be a teacher. A math teacher.
Confused? She’s not. Hai, who was a member of GW’s Latin band, spent a year
abroad studying Portuguese music, and wrote a musical for her Senior Capstone
project, says her passions are very much related.
“There’s a lot of math involved in music … musical thinking is so similar to the
thinking you need to do math.”
Working with children was also something Hai – who will also graduate with
a minor in statistics – has always had an interest in. After high school graduation,
Hai spent two years in the Czech Republic working at a nonprofit international
school. Once she came to GW as a freshman, she continued her work with children,
working at the preschool across from Thurston Hall.
Hai’s interest in teaching children also translated into her academic work. The
musical she wrote for her Senior Capstone was made for children, based on the
story of Scheherazade and the 1001 Arabian Nights.
“I had been focusing a lot of my energy on composition and I’ve been working
with children for a long time … so I wanted to combine that with my passion for
music,” Hai said.
For this musical, Hai changed around the basics of some of the characters,
adapting it for her own purposes and giving it “an absurd comedic take,” she said.
And of course, she had to write the lyrics – one song per week.
But for her career after GW, Hai will explore the path set out for her by her minor. Enrolling in a program called New York City Teaching Fellows, she will teach
middle or high school-level math at a low-income school.
Though she will be spending her coming years working as a math teacher, Hai
does see herself gravitating back towards music in the future.
“There is so much power in music and I want to explore that and do something
with it.” 

position at a local D.C. company and was accepted into
GW’s master’s in business
administration program and
is currently weighing his options, but plans to continue
and expand his business in the

future.
“My ultimate goal is to
have a trans-Atlantic link and
open up my company to the
U.S.,” Nedev said, “But with
the economy, it is making it
quite challenging.” 

Forgot your
camera at
home?
Get commencement
day photos from
The Hatchet

hatchetphotos.com
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2009 Commencement Speakers
Rahm Emanuel

alliance of universities dedicated
to advancing undergraduate
science, technology, mathematics and engineering.
Narum will receive
an honorary Doctor of
Science degree.

White House Chief of Staff
Rahm Emanuel is
the keynote speaker
and will receive an
honorary Doctor of
Public Service degree.
John Safer
Known as an
John
Safer, who
aggressive
politician, Emanuel regraduated from the
portedly once sent
Columbian College of
a dead fish to a pollArts and Sciences in
ster he disagreed
1947, is a sculptor who
with. Emanuel cut
will receive an honoff his finger while
orary Doctor of Fine
working at Arby’s
Arts degree at Comand infected it while
mencement. One of his
swimming in Lake Rahm Emanuel sculptures is displayed
Michigan. His finin the Smithsonian Nager was then amputated – a move tional Air and Space Museum.
that “rendered him practically
mute,” President Barack Obama
Cynthia Glassman
has joked.
School of Business, undergraduate

Jeanne Narum
Jeanne Narum is the director
of Project Kaleidoscope, a national

ceremony
The School of Business graduation will have former Securities
and Exchange Commissioner

Cynthia Glassman as the speaker.
George W. Bush appointed Glassman in 2002. She served as the acting chairman through summer of
2005.

Mary Cheh

College of Professional Studies
Mary Cheh is the local councilwoman in D.C.’s Ward 3. She
will speak to graduates of the College of Professional Studies. She
is a tenured professor at GW and
the chair of GW Law Public Interest Committee, which provides
pro bono legal services for underprivileged citizens.

Gregory Garre
Law School
Former U.S. Solicitor General
Gregory Garre will speak to the
Law School. He received a law
degree from GW in 1991. He is
an adjunct professor who teaches
courses about the Supreme Court
and constitutional law.

The go-to-guide for background information on this
year’s Commencement speakers.

Stefan Jacoby
School of Business, graduate
ceremony
The Graduate School of Business will hear from Stefan Jacoby, the
president and chief executive officer
of Volkswagen Group of America.

Kurt Volker
Elliott School of International Affairs
Kurt Volker was recently appointed the U.S. ambassador to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and will speak at the Elliott School
ceremony. The GW alumnus has
more than 20 years of U.S. Foreign
Service experience working on European political and security issues.
He speaks Hungarian, Swedish and
French and graduated with a master’s degree from the Elliott School
of International Affairs in 1987.

Bill Westenhofer
School of Engineering and Applied
Science
Bill Westenhofer has won an
Academy Award as a visual ef-

fects artist for the film “The Golden Compass.” He was also nominated for an Oscar for his work on
“The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.” Westenhofer also worked
on “Men in Black II” and “Elf.” He
graduated with a master’s degree
from the School of Engineering
and Applied Science in 1995.

William Devries
School of Medicine and Health
Sciences
William Devries is a renowned
surgeon who was the first to perform a successful permanent artificial heart implantation. He is
a part-time professor of medical
students at SMHS. Devries served
in the United States Army Reserve
as a lieutenant colonel.

Roslyn Brock
School of Public Health and Health
Services
Roslyn Brock, vice chairman
of the National Board of Directors
for the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People, was the first woman and the
youngest chairman ever elected to
the position, which she has held
since 2001.

Naomi Rapp
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences
Naomi Rapp, an undergraduate SEAS student, founded Alpha
Omega Epsilon, a female engineering sorority and is one of two
student speakers.

Cosmin Florescu
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences
Cosmin Florescu, an Elliott
School of International Affairs
graduate student, fled from communist Romania to Southern
California as a child. After running a development program in
Ethiopia, Florescu aspires to join
Doctors Without Borders. Florescu will graduate with a master’s
degree in global and international
development.
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